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CHAPTER I 

THE STUDY OF GENERATIONS: AN INTRODUCTION 

•Age and the difference of age are a•ong the aost basic 

and crucial aspects of huaan life and deteralnants of huaan 

hu•an destiny.• <Eisenstadt> 

Generational change has long been a concern of huaan

kind. Early records fro• Egypt in 2500 B.C. give advice to 

the older generation on ways to keep the younger generation 

in order <Bert•an, 1976>. The first record of open conflict 

in Egypt dates back to 2100 B.C. <Bertaan, 1976>. In pre

sent ti•es as well, generational conflict and continuity 

have continued to be of concern and reaain a aajor issue. 

The long-standing concern over generational conflict 

and continuity ls Justified. It ls through generational 

trans•isslon that the culture ls continued and that the 

world of today beco•es the world of toaorrow <see Hannhel•, 

1972; Eisenstadt, 1972; Hartup, 1978; Hagestad, 1981). 

Generational trans•lssion acts in two •aJor ways to pass 

on culture. First, it serves as the aechanis• through which 

values, attitudes, and ways of life are kept alive. Second

ly, It serves as the •ajor aechanis• for social change. 

Each generation deteraines what aspects of culture it will 
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keep fro• the previous generation and what aspects of cul

ture it will change. 

2 

One theoretical aodel that ls very useful in exaalning 

generational change and continuity ls the life-span develop

aental aodel. This aodel hypothesizes that there are three 

different types of tlae which influence how generational 

change occurs. 

First, there is individual developaental tiae . As 

people pass through their lives, they go through a series of 

developaental stages, each of which has different life 

crises to resolve. How a person deals wlth the crisis of 

each stage of developaent deteraines how the person handles 

future stages and crises ln llfe. In addition, people of 

different ages are in different stages dealing with dif

ferent crises. Thls explains ln part the differences that 

exist between age groups <see Erikson, 1963>. 

Secondly in the aodel, ls the lndivldual life course 

and the events that occur in it. The sequencing of a life 

course differs froa individual to lndlvidual. The tiaing 

and ordering of life events as well as the events exper

ienced help deteraine people's outlook on life. As various 

age groups tend to experience siailar life events close in 

tiae, a generational or cohort bond ls foraed and helps to 

distinguish the group froa other age brackets <cf. Mannhein, 

1972>. In addition, people experience various faaily life 

stages as they go through their life-course <cf. Duvall, 
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1962). This also has an iapact on the views and attitudes 

experienced ln 1 i fe. 

The third type of tlae in the aodel is historical ti•e· 

People are not only influenced by their developaental stages 

and life events but are also influenced by the period in 

which they live and the socio-cultural conditions which 

exist at the tiae. The period of tiae in which people live 

as well as their physical location iapacts what people be-

1 ieve and think as well as how they behave. As different 

ages experience different socio-cultural periods during the 

course of their lives, they see the world a little dif

ferently depending on the periods of tlae through which they 

have lived. 

In the life-span developaental aodel, these three types 

of tlae interact together to deteralne how generational 

transalssion occurs as well as what types of generational 

change take place. There ls a need for research that con

siders all three types of tiae in studying generational 

continuity. 

Stateaent Of Problea 

It ls the purpose of this research to exaaine genera-

t lonal continuity at two different points in tlae utilizing 

the general orientations found in the life-span develop

aental aodel. To do this, the study uses cohort analysis to 

exaaine siailar age cohorts and their parents at two 
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different points in tiae. The saaple was coaposed of 369 

college students and their ao~hers froa 1972 and 217 college 

students and their parents fro• 1985 who were surveyed using 

a questionnaire consisting of 48 value lte•s constructed for 

four Likert scales on sexuality, co••unity, econoaics, and 

childrearing. The sa•ple was chosen based on the develop

aental theory assuaption that people are well into their 

teens before establishing relatively per•anent values and 

attitudes <see Erikson, 1963>. College students are thought 

to be old enough to have established attitudes and share the 

saae life developaental stage, resulting in the influences 

of this type of tiae on generational continuity being fro

zen. In addition, college students share the saae faaily 

developaental stage as well as a siailar aajor life event-

attending college--thereby partially controlling the in

fluence of individual life course ti•e. 

This study is concerned with exaaining two aaJor re

search questions. First, the study exaaines the influence 

of historical period and location on siailarity of attitudes 

between generations as well as ability of each generation to 

gauge the attitudes of the other generation. The study in

vestigates the iapact of period of tiae on differences in 

generational values , differences in values of siailar age 

cohorts at two periods of tiae, and on differences between 

siailar age cohorts who have different deaographic char

acteristics . Next, the study exaaines the gender of the 

parent and its influence on faaily continuity. The study 
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also lnvestlgates whether parental gender influences the re

lationship with a young adult child and whether parental 

gender or generation ls the aore laportant factor in de

teralning faaily continuity. 

Organization Of Study 

This study is organized into six chapters. Chapter 

I introduces the general theoretical fraaework in which the 

study operates as well as noting the purpose and general re

search questions the study wlll lnvestlgate. Chapter II 

presents the theoretical foundations in detail and suggests 

the portions of the theory to be tested by this study. 

Chapter III reviews the literature relevant to this study. 

Literature ls included vhlch involves studies alaed at de

teralning whether or not a generation gap exists. studies 

that exaaine the influence of different deaographic vari

ables on the generation continuity. and studies that exaaine 

the influence of period of tlae on generational continuity. 

In addition. Chapter III states the specific hypotheses to 

be exaained ln the study. 

The aethodology used in this study ls covered in Chap

ter IV . Here the reader will find inforaatlon concerning 

the procedures used to select the saaple. a description of 

the saaple characteristics. a descrlptlon of the survey ln

struaent and scales of aeasureaent used. and a description 

of the operationalization and aeasureaent of the data 

gathered through use of the survey with the saaple. In 
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addition. the various statistical techniques used to analyze 

the data are explained. 

The results of the analysis are presented in Chapter 

V. Each hypothesis and its results are exaained in turn. 

Chapter VI begins with a suaaary of the research aethods. 

procedures and findings. Next. coaes a discussion of the 

findings and their relationship to theory as well as to pre

vious literature. This chapter ends with a discussion of 

the liaitations of the study as well as the iaplications in 

the study for future research. 



CHAPTER II 

A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF 

GENERATIONAL CONTINUITY 

In the study of generational continuity, one theo

retical model that is frequently used as a basis for ex

planation by those studying the sociology of age ls the 

life-span developaental aodel. This aodel claias its early 

roots froa the work of Elstandt (1972>, Parsons (1943, 

1963>, and Mannheia <1972>, aaong others. It is an inte

grative aodel, utilizing theoretical contributions froa the 

the fields of.faaily develop•ent, developaental psychology, 

and social psychology as well as the f leld of sociology. 

In the life-span developaental aodel, intergenerational 

relations are based on three types of tlae: individual life 

tiae, faaily tiae, and historical tiae <Hagestad, 1981>. 

Individual life tiae consists of individual developaental 

stages as well as the tiaing and sequencing of individual 

events. Faally tiae ls based on faaily developaental stages 

and tasks. Historical tiae is based on socio-cultural in

fluences of specific historical periods and specific histor

ical location. These three types of tiae serve as the 

shaping forces for intergenerational stability as well as 

intergenerational change. The theory of life-span 

7 
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developMent ls concerned with how each type of tl•e explains 

generational change and stability as well as how the three 

types of tl•e interrelate with each other to contribute to 

generational continuity. 

It is the purpose of this chapter to exaaine the theory 

of life-span developaent as an integrative theory of genera

tional continuity and ezaaine this theory as a basis of this 

study. First. the chapter exa•lnes aajor theoretical con

tributions to the study of the three types of tiae and how 

these types of tiae influence generational change. Nezt. 

there ls a disscussion of research needs ln the area of 

life-span develop•ent theory and suggestions of specific 

areas of theory to be tested by this study. It is hoped 

that by exa•lning life-span developaental theory •ore know

ledge can be gained in teras of the influences on and pro

cesses of generational change. 

Individual Life Tlae 

The f lrst type of tlae that has an influence on genera

tional stability and change is that of individual life tiae. 

Individual life tiae ls defined as •individual events which 

are experienced as part of the usual life course• <Hultach 

and Pleaons. 1979. p. 18). Theory on individual life tiae 

has its focus on both developaental stages that all indi

viduals go through during their llfe tiaes. and the life 

events that aay differ between people such as educational 
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experiences or •arital experiences. This discussion will 

focus on both of these, beginning with develop•ental theory. 

According to Haccoby (1984>, developaental theory can 

be distinguished by two characteristics. First, develop-

•ental theories are co•posed of sequentially dependent steps 

that •ay or aay not be taken by individual children. Se-

condly, developaental theories are coaposed of developaental 

changes that occur in a predictable order in al•ost all 

children. There are •any developaental theorists; Freud, 

Piaget, and Kohlberg are exaaples of a few. Perhaps one of 

the aost well known and aost co•prehensive of the develop-

aental theorists is Erik Erikson; and it is hls theory of 

developaental change that will be exaained here. 

According to Erikson <1963), people progress through 

eight developaental stages in the course of their lives. 

Each stage has a central develop•ental concern that influ-

ences and guides people while they are in that stage. Huch 

e•phasis ls placed on the social and cultural context in 

which the develop•ental stage occurs as a strong influence 

on how the developaental concern is seen as well as how it 

is resolved. As Erickson states, 

While lt is quite clear, then, what l~ll happen to 
keep the baby alive (the ainl•u• supply necessary> 
and what ·~~l D2l happen, lest he die or be 
severely stunted <the •axi•u• frustration 
tolerable> there is an increasing leeway in regard 
to what IA~ happen; and different cultures •ake 
extensive use of their prerogative to decide what 



they consider workable and insist on calling 
necessary <p. 72>. 

If the developaental concern is not successfully resolved, 
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it will interfere with the successful resolution of concerns 

in future developaental stages. 

The f lrst stage Erikson proposes is trust vs. aistrust, 

This stage begins at birth and ends when a child is about 

eighteen aonths. Here, the child goes froa the security of 

the woab into the noraal frustrations of being in the world. 

The task ls trust--to see the world as a safe place and its 

people as helpful and dependable. If trust does not de-

velop, fear and suspicion will. 

The second stage proposed by Erikson is autonoay vs. 

doubt and shaae. This stage begins at about eighteen aonths 

and continues until the child ls around the age of three. 

Autonoay, the central task here, ls to discover coapetence 

in asserting one's own will and know that it ls alright to 

do so. Failure to achieve autonoay results in doubt about 

one's abilities as well as shaae regarding one's behaviors 

and desires. 

Initiative vs. guilt is the stage that occurs for the 

child froa roughly three to six years of age. Here the 

child is expected to learn to actively seek opportunities 

for self accoaplishaent and self assertion--to initiate 

activities. Probleas result when the child learns instead 

to feel guilt over the behaviors and desires resulting froa 

increasing independence. 
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The fourth stage, industry vs. inferiority, is proposed 

to coae when a child is about six years of age and ends a

round the tiae a child reaches twelve. In this stage, de

veloping a sense of industry by having confidence in the a

bility to succeed in whatever activity ls required of one by 

society is the central task. Failure in this stage results 

ln feelings of inferiority and general inadequacy. 

The fifth stage, fro• the ages of roughly twelve to 

eighteen, ls conceptualized at the stage of identity vs. 

role confusion. Here, the critical task ls thought to be 

the developaent of a sense of self--a self concept that will 

becoae the base of one's future life. It ls during this 

stage that attitudes and opinions begin to for• and develop. 

If failure occurs In this stage, a person ls not expected to 

have a stable self concept and •ight have either no self 

concept at all or a superficial concept that is based on the 

need to satisfy others. 

Next, coaes the stage conceptualized as lntiaacy vs. 

isolation which runs roughly fro• the ages of eighteen to 

thirty . The task In this stage is to develop eaotionally 

close relationships with other people. Failure to do so 

aight result ln eaotlonal Isolation for the rest of the 

person's life. 

The seventh stage of develop•ent, generatlvlty vs. 

stagnation begins when a person ls around thirty years old 

and ends when a person ls around sixty years old. Here the 

central task concerns the establishaent and guiding of the 
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next generation as well as productivity and creativity for 

the individual. Failure in this stage results in continuing 

self-absorption and withdrawal froa the world. 

The last stage of developaent in Erikson,s aodel is 

ego integrity vs. despair. This stage begins when a person 

ls about sixty and continues until the person,s death. 

Here, the task ls to obtain a sense of acceptance of one,s 

self and one,s life. Failure to do this results in a sense 

of desperation and despair. 

One factor which has great influence in people,s 

developaent during the stages ls their gender. According 

to Erikson <1963> as well as other developaental theorists 

such as Freud, gender plays a significant role ln a child,s 

socialization as aales and feaales are socialized different

ly by parents as well as other adults. 

Developaental theory as proposed by Erikson can lend a 

great deal of insight into the understanding of generational 

differences. How people deal with each developaental stage 

contributes to their ability to trust, understand, and re

late to people of a different generation. In early child

hood, the relationship of children with an adult froa a dif

ferent generation is crucial to their developaent as people. 

When children are in adolescence and early adulthood, how 

they handle this stage aay deteraine what aspects of the 

previous generation's culture are kept and what aspects are 

discarded. In later stages, people are concerned with 



passing on beliefs and values and this will influence the 

co•ponents of the culture that are left behind. 
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Oevelop•ental theory •ight help explain generational 

change ln other ways. Each generation in a fa•ily dyad will 

be in seperate develop•ental stages (cf. Erickson, 1963). 

The two generations are concerned with different life tasks, 

and because of this, aay act differently in the aanner in 

which they deal with life. This aay lead to generational 

conflict or change. 

Another insight for understanding generational dif

ferences that coaes froa the study of developaental theory 

ls the issue concerning the gender of the aeabers of each 

generation. As theory suggests that sexual identity ls a 

big issue for a child <Erikson, 1963; Deauz, 1976> and so

clal lzatlon processes are different for aales and feaales, 

the relationship between sexes of each generation aay vary 

also. It could be that the generational discontinuity be

coaes greater when aeabers of each generation are of an op

posite gender. 

Individual life course events are aajor events which 

hold great social significance for the individual such as 

beginning college, getting aarrled, or becoaing a parent 

<Mousfakas, 1977>. Life-span developaental theory ezaaines 

three facors in the individual life course when accounting 

for generational change. These are the pattern of life 



events, the tiaing of life events, and the entry and ezit 

into aajor life roles. 
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The pattern or ordering of life events ls very laport

ant ln understanding changes that occur ln the life course. 

When patterns vary widely fro• the cultural nor• in ordering 

of events, there ls aore possibility for conflict as well as 

aore possibility for change <Hogan, 1978>. In addition, 

early patterns of life events aust be taken into considera

tion when understanding what happens in later life events as 

earlier patterns have a cuaulative effect on later patterns 

<Hareven, 1981). 

Closely related to the pattern of life events ls the 

tiaing of aajor life events. When tlaing for events does 

not follow the noraative tiae, the event can becoae dis

ruptive in the life-course <Hogan, 1978>. Tiaing can be a 

aatter of individual choice or can be forced by circua

stances or other people. When aaJor historical shifts occur 

that effect life event tiaing, social change aay also occur. 

For exaaple, war forces people to delay life events such as 

aarriage and also serves as a force for social change. 

The entry and ezit patterns fro• various life roles 

used by individuals are also iaportant in the study of life 

events . Life roles iapact how those who occupy the• see and 

interpret their world. When life roles are exchanged, be

havioral patterns and perceptions of life are also changed. 

According to Bridges <1980>, there are three phases in the 

transition froa one role to another. How the phases are 



handled will deter•ine the future course of people's lives 

as well as how they handle transitions in the future. The 
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f lrst phase ls the ending phase where individuals leave a 

current life role. Fro• this phase co•es a period of con

fusion and distress, where indlvlduals realigns their lives. 

Finally, co•es the phase of the new beginning where individ

uals accept a new life role as their own. 

The tl•lng, patterning and exit/entry roles in life 

events can have an i•pact on generational continuity. If 

the patterning and tl•lng of different generations vary 

widely, theory proposes the generations will be less sl•llar 

and there will be •ore chance of generational change (cf. 

Hill, 1970; Hareven, 1978>. Theory states that when the 

patterns do not vary greatly fro• one another, the values 

and ways of life of one generation are •ore likely to be 

continued on by the next generation. 

Fa•lly Tiae 

Faally tlae ls the second type of tl•e in the life-span 

develop•ental aodel. The fa•lly ls a aajor aedlator between 

individual developaent and historical and social change 

<Hartup, 1978>. It ls ln the faaily context that we first 

share coaaon experiences, first learn to interpret social 

experiences, and f lrst learn to write and rewrite history 

for ourselves <Hagestad, 1981). Indeed, fa•lly tlae ls as 

l•portant ln lnfluenclng generational relations as ls 

individual life tlae. 
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Both Duvall <1962) and Hareven (1978) delineate sev

eral develop•ental stages that enco•pass fa•ily tiae and 

which traditional fa•llies go through. The stages deter•ine 

what tasks are •ost prevalent in the fa•lly at that tiae. 

Fa•llles with •ultlple children •ay be ln •ore than one 

stage at a tlae. 

The first stage ls early aarriage and expectant faaily. 

In thls stage, the fa•lly ezlsts as a childless aarrled cou

ple. Here the aaln task for the faally ls to establish the 

couple as a new recognized faally. 

The second stage of fa•lly develop•ent ls the child

bearing faally stage. This stage begins at birth of the 

f lrst child and ends as the last child reaches the age of 

thirty aonths. During this stage the aaln task ls to have 

children and thereby establish the structure and aeabershlp 

In the faally. 

The preschool faally ls the third stage of fa•ily de

velop•ent. This stage begins when the f lrst child reaches 

thirty •onths and ends when the last child reaches the age 

of f lve. During the preschool phase, the child ls social

ized to learn to develop a wider circle than just the iaaed

late faally. The aaln task ls to prepare the child for •e•

bershlp in the larger society. 

The fourth stage ls that of the school age fa•ily. 

This stage begins when a child reaches age five and ends 

when the last child reaches age twelve. Here the faally 

helps the child to deal with increasing Independence. The 
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faally aust aalntaln ltself as a faally and allow the child 

the independence to develop relations in the wider world. 

Next coaes the stage of the faaily with teenagers. 

Here the issue for independence for the teenager becoaes a 

aaJor focus. Socializing teens into an adult role and 

recognizing their right to govern theaselves are tasks in 

this stage. 

In the faally as launching pad stage, renegotiation 

of relationships ls the aaJor task . In this stage which 

begins when the first child leaves hoae and ends when the 

last child leaves, parents and children aust learn to see 

all faally aeabers as adults, and aust widen their circle to 

include the aarriages of children . This ls a tlae when the 

parents, lf still aarried, aust also renegotiate their 

relationship as husband and wife, as the children will no 

longer be a part of their household. 

The last stage ls the aging faaily. In this stage, 

husband and wife will reestablish their relationship . Adult 

children will need to learn to deal with the probleas of an 

aging parent and the parents will need to learn to deal with 

the declining health of both theaselves and their spouse. 

In looking at faaily developaent and faaily tiae, there 

ls auch to offer ln the explanation for generational rela

tions. First, the influence of faaily life on aeabers of 

the faaily is of great laportance. How a faally goes about 

handling the tasks of socializing its aeabers, aaintaining 

order, and placing aeabers in a larger society aay influence 
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generational stability and change (cf. Hill, 1970, 1979>. 

In addition, the stage of developaent ln which a faaily 

finds itself aay have an influence on generational relations 

<Duvall, 1962> . Stages such as the faally with teenagers, 

and the faally as launching pad which stress the continuing 

independence of the children and call for the renegotiation 

of genera·tional relationships aay be aore volatile and ex-

hlblt aore generational disslailarity than other stages . 

Historical Tiae 

The third type of tiae that has an influence on 

generational stability and change according to life-span 

developaent theory ls historical tlae. Historical tlae ls 

based both on the period of tiae in which one lives as well 

as the location at which one lives. Historical tlae sug-

gests that lt ls the point at which one lives that influ-

ences one's views. As Laura Nash stated, 

Individuals who belong to the saae generation who 
share the saae year of birth, are endowed, to that 
extent with a coaaon location in the historical 
dlaension of the social process <1979, p. 39> . 

Historical tiae sees change arising as a result of the fact 

that different age groups live through different historical 

periods and events , and that the different tiaes lived 

through influence each generation ' s view of things . There 

are three foci in the theory regarding the idea of histori

cal tiae in the life-span developaental aodel . The first 

focus is on propositions of why historical change occurs, 

the next focus is the various sources of influence wh i ch 
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which have an effect on what happens in historical tiae, and 

the last focus ls on the process of change through hlstorl-

cal tiae. 

Karl Mannhela ls one of the aajor theorists in the 

area of historical change. Hannhei• <1972> looked at gen-

erations as sharing a specific location in history and as 

being the aechanisa by which society regenerated itself. 

Mannhela had four basic proposition to account for genera-

tional change across tlae. The propositions are as follows: 

a. New participants in the cultural process are 
eaerglng and foraer aeabers in the process are 
continually disappearing. 

b. Meabers of any one generation can participate 
only ln teaporary llaited sections of the 
historical process. 

c. Because of the above, it ls therefore necessary 
to continually transalt the accuaulated cultural 
heritage . 

d. The transition fro• generation to generation 
ls a continuous process (p. 107). 

Mannheia's propositions provide an ezplanation as to the 

laportance of the study of generational continuity . It ls 

only through generational transalssion that a culture or so-

clety can continue. 

There are several sources of influence on historical 

change. One of the aajor sources of iRfluence are cultural 

events. Cultural events are defined by Hultach and Pleaons 

(1979, p. 18> as events which are •not ezperlenced as part 
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of a llfe course and which effect a large nu•ber of lndlvld

uals.· An exa•ple of a cultural event would be var. War ls 

not considered a part of a life course, however it does hap

pen and it does effect a large nu•ber of people when it oc

curs. Cultural events influence the social and co-aaunity 

context of a historical tiae, the life path of the individ

ual involved, as well as cohort size and coaposition 

<Hultach and Ple•ons, 1979). 

Another source of influence for historical change is 

the status position of age cohorts. When age cohorts are 

discri•inated against or are blocked ln s-0ae aanner fro• ob

taining social status, this •ay cause pressure that brings 

about social change <O'Donnel, 1985). Two status factors 

which have changed over tiae have been the educational level 

and e•ploy•ent level of voaen <cf. Etaugh, 1974J Troll, 

1978; Hareven 1981). Educational level of vo•en as well as 

e•ploy•ent of wo•en have increase over the last 10e years. 

Life i•prints of fa•ily and how life i•prlnts are 

obtained are another source of lnf luence on historical 

change. Life i•prlnts are the i•pressions left on people 

fro• their past socialization which influence present at

titudes and behavior. Margaret Head <1970) suggests that 

there are three cultural periods which specify how life i•

prints are obtained. In the first period, that of post-

f igurative culture, the children learn pri•arily fro• their 

forebearers. This type of culture represses change. The 

stability results as children accept unquestioningly what 
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parents accept unquestlonlngly. The second period ls that 

of co-f iguratlon. Here children learn prlaarily fro• peers. 

Change occurs rapidly here as children set thelr own stand

ards. Last, there ls the pre-f lgurative culture, the cul

ture Head would contend we are Just now entering. In this 

culture parents learn fro• their children as well as child

ren learning fro• parents. In the pre-f lguratlve culture, 

•ore ho•ogeneity between parents and children would ezist 

and there would be less of a state of generational disconti

nuity. 

De•ographlc variables also serve as a source of histor

ical change. Cohort size and co•posltlon are very l•portant 

as to how society la structured. De•ographlc variables have 

an influence on how each generation or cohort sees the 

world. Indeed, one de•ographlc variable, that of location 

of cohort, ls seen by life-span develop•ental theory as al

•ost as i•portant as the variable of historical tl•e. 

There are •any sources of influence which are i•portant 

when one looks at the idea of historical tl•e. Variables 

which influence historical ti•e also greatly influence gen

erational stability and change because it ls through histor

ical tl•e that generations create their patterns of stabil

ity and change <Hannhei•, 1972>. 

Change occurs through time when the younger generations 

do not accept or pass on ways of life which were practiced 



by their forbearers. The change of ways between genera-

tions occurs constantly and aay not even be noticed. As 

Hareven states, 

Many aspects of huaan behavior, which soae 
scientists have previously considered constant 
over tiae. have actually been subject of aajor 
historical changes <1981 , p. 145> 
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Bengston and Troll <1978> give a three step sequence of 

socializing interactions that lead to historical change . 

The first step ls that of establishing forerunner faallles . 

In this step a new cohort of adolescents coaes of age and 

locates a keynote area in which to bring about change. If 

the issue truly fits the tiaes, a second step happens. Here 

other adolescents who are not forerunners and parents who 

are forerunners will choose to adapt the issue. There is a 

great deal of slallarlty aaong the forerunner parents and 

adolescents, but not a•ong the non-forerunner parents and 

adolescents . If the keynote issue continues to hold rele-

vance for the ti•es, a third step eaerges . In this step the 

keynote issue ls adapted by all and change occurs . When a 

new cohort of adolescents co•e about, the process begins a-

ga i n . 

The sequence of socializing steps given by Troll and 

Bengston show a process of change that is continual as each 

new cohort of adolescents finds key issues to focus on and 

change. Here differences are seen as not only existing be

tween generations alone, but between different age cohorts 

as well. 



The Study Of Life-Span Development Theory 

In order to test the life-span developmental model 

of generati-0nal stability and change, it is necessary to 

develop hypotheses that consider all three types of time 
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and their relation to each other as factors that influence 

generational change. - There have been recommendations for 

issues of study which would yield much benefit in testing 

the life-span developmental model. In this section, we will 

discuss the recommendations that will be operationalized in 

this study, and the portions of the theory that this study 

will test. 

One of the issues that must be considered when 

examining generational change and stability in the life

span developmental modei is the issue of theory intergra-

t ion (Jorgenson & Miller, 1978>. There is a need for 

studies that consider the influences of all three types of 

time separately and in interaction and their effect on gen

erational continuity. 

A second issue that needs to be cnsidered when testing 

the theory to account for generational change and stability 

is the choice of subjects. One recommen~ation for studying 

intergenerational relationships from the model of life-span 

developmental theory is th~t exploration of the relation

ships should be cased on kinship networks rather than based 
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only on age differences <Suss•an, 1965). As the fa•lly ls a 

strong vessel of cultural continuity as well as being the 

only source of fa•lly tl•e and fa•ily life l•prlnts, the in

fluence on klnshlp networks are l•portant ln understanding 

generational trans•lsslon. In addition to studying klnshlp 

ties ln generational analysis, reco••endat·ions have been 

•ade to study different age cohort and their kln <Hareven, 

1978; Jorgenson and Miller, 1978) to better understand the 

influence of historical ti•e on the transference of culture 

through the faaily. Age cohorts are those who share the 

sa•e tl•e and location. As Hareven (1978, p. 7> states, 

·change occurs when there ls a •arked discontinuity between 

the experiences of a cohort and that of lts predecessor.• 

When eza•ining generational stability and change, different 

cohorts should be eza•lned to see lf generational relations 

are different baaed on the cohort group. 

One other research need ln testing the llfe-span devel

op•ental •odel as applied to generational change ls the need 

for studies that eza•ine change over cross sections of tl•e 

(Jorgenson and Miller, 1978; Nash, 1979). Host studies of 

generational analysis have been conducted with one group at 

one tl•e period. There are few studies which docu•ent the 

change over ti•e. 

This study hopes to ezaalne the influence of the three 

different types of tl•e on generational contlnulty. Both 
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the individual developaental stage and the faaily develop

aental stage of two cohorts were frozen in order to control 

for change that could be a result of developaent. Two sepa

rate cohorts were chosen. one fro• 1972 and one froa 1985. 

and their parents were surveyed. Both cohorts were facing 

the saae aajor event in their lives, that of attending col

lege and both cohorts surveyed were at the saae location. a 

state university in the south-west . 

The study will eza•ine generational continuity focused 

aainly on the suggestions regarding hlst~rlcal ti•e aade by 

the life-span developaental aodel. If the theory regarding 

historical change ls correct. there should be a difference 

in the generational continuity between the two cohorts and 

their parents. In addition. if we have only now left Head•s 

co-figurative culture and entered the pre-figurative culture 

the generations surveyed in 1985 should be aore slailar than 

the generation surveyed in 1972. In addition to looking at 

the difference over tlae. this study will ezaalne soae in

dividual life variables to see how these influence genera

tional change. The variables ezaained will be the education 

and eaploy•ent level of aothers. as the •eaning of these 

variables has altered between 1972 and 1985. and the gender 

of both parent and child as there ls auch theory to suggest 

that gender aay account for differences as auch as age ac

c~nts for d l f fe·rences. 

Before specific hypothesis can be given however. an 

ezaaination of relevant literature •~st take place. The 
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nezt chapter will focus on literature dealing with the study 

of late adolescen·ts and their parents. 

. ... 



CHAPTER III 

'CONTRIBUTIONS TO UNDERSTANDING 

GENERATIONAL CONTINUITY: A 

SELECTED LITERATURE REVIEW 

The theae of generational continuity has been the focus 

of auch debate. auch discussion and auch research. Major 

issues in the exaalnation of stability and change between 
/ ' 

generations have included concern with the ezistence and 

degree of generational discontinuity <eg. ·Adaas, 1968; 

Mahoney, 1976>, concern with correlations and causes of gen-

eratlonal differences <e.g., Davis, 1940; Brittain, 1963; 

Thoaas and Stanklewlez, 1974J Hareven, 1983>, and reaedles 

that would reduce generational differences (eg. Friedenburg, 

·1959; Bethelhela, 1965J Zaengleln-Senger and Stewart, 1985>. 

General surveys of the literature have been conducted by 

Troll < l 970>, Bengtson ( l 970>, Bengtson and Kuypers < 1·971>, 

Bengtson, Furlong, and Laufer <1974>, and Hagestad· (1981>·, 

aaong others. The reader ls referred to these reviews for 

aore in-depth discussion of issues surrounding the study of 

generations. 

There has been considerable confusion in the study of 

gen•rations due in soae part to the aabiguity of the tera 

•generation gap•. As Bengtson <1970> states, 
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the pheno•enon to which lt <generation gap> 
refers ls undoubtedly neither strictly 
generational nor ls it a gap, using any 
reasonable def initlon of those teras. Be that as 
lt aay, the tera has worldwide usage and a sort 
of connotative reality. The •an on the street 
knows, ln hls own way, what the generation gap 
refers to, and social scientists have, rightly or 
wrongly, followed his lead ln using the tera 
(p. 8). 

It ls beyond the scope of this literature review to 

cover all the research dealing with the subject of the 

•generation gap•. For the purpose of this study then, the 
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ter• generation gap will be restricted to intrafaalllal dlf-

ferences ln perception of attitudes and/or sl•llarlty of at-

tltudes between parent and child. There ls a large body of 

literature suggesting that parent/child relations offer the 

best grounds for study of generational continuity as it ls 

frequently thought that the fa•lly trans•its values and 

attitudes fro• generation to generation <see Troll, 1979; 

Hagestad, 1981). The study of transalsslon of values and 

attitudes has also received •uch attention as well as being 

an area that requires further research <Bengtson, 197ei 

Bengtson and Lovejoy, 1973; Thoaas, 1974; Bengtson, 1975; 

Coleaan and Ganong, 1984>. 

In addition, this literature review will be restricted 

to studies that focus on the generational continuity between 

late adolescents and early adults <ages slzteen to twenty-

two> and their parents. This age was chosen for the data 

set and literature review as lt ls the age at which children 

establish their independence fro• their parents as well as 



being the age at which values and attitudes beco•e solidi-

fled <Rlntala. 1979>. As Hannhel• (1972> states. 

The possibility of really questioning and 
reflecting on thing~ only e•erges at the point 
where personal experi•entation with life begins-
round about the age of 17, so•etiaes a little 
earlier and soaeti•es a little later. It ls only 
then that life's proble•s begin to be located ln 
a •present• and are experienced as such. That 
level of data and attitudes which social change 
has rendered probleaatlc and which therefore 
requires reflection, has now been aocked, now for 
the first tiae one lives in the present <p. 121>. 
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The literature focusing on the difference in perception 

and/or siailarity of attitudes between late adolescents/ 

early adults and their parents can be divided into three 

sections. First. there are general studies that exa·aine 

only one period of tiae and focus only on the degree of 

generational continuity. These studies ala to address the 

question. •ooes a generation gap exist?•. Next, there are 

studies that ezaalne the effect of different deaographic 

variables on the generation gap. In this section, the vari-

ables of gender of parent and child. education of parent, 

and e•ployaent of aother will be ezaained. These studies 

hope to address the question, ·what leads to generational 

continuity?•. Last, there are longitudinal and panel stud-

ies that ezaaine so•e of the tenants of the life-span devel-

opaental •odel. particularly those of historical change. 

These studies look at the question, •ooes historical period 

effect the process of generational continuity?•. 

This chapter will first focus on the results of the 

studies in each section and then present a discussion of the 
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aethodologlcal probleas and issues presented by these stud

ies. After this literature review, specific hypotheses will 

be introduced which will incorporate both theoretical con

cerns and results of studies into the basic tenants. 

The Existence of the Generation Gap 

Literature results are aixed as to their conclusions 

regarding a generation gap. There ls soae literature that 

supports the idea of generational discontinuity and sug

gests that there ls a gap between generations. There ls 

also literature that gives little support for a gap and lit

erature that ls aablguous in lts results, which alght sug

gest that the great concern over generational discontinuity 

ls exaggerated. 

Slz studies out of fourteen reviewed which focused only 

on the issue of the existence of a generation gap were sup

portive that such a gap ezlsts. These six studies were 

based on survey research of attitudes of students and their 

parents. 

Early studies <Frledaan, Gold, and Christie, 1972; 

Payne, Suaaers, and Stewart, 1973; Gallagher, 1974; Thoaas, 

1974> focus on the degree of attitude slailarity between 

young adult children and their parents. Frledaan, Gold, and 

Christle <1972> collected their saaple fro• •ale college 

students who had responded to an earlier survey and had 
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agreed to respond to future surveys if paid for it. When 

surveying these students and their parents on different 

value areas, they found that there was a radical difference 

in ideology between parents and sons, although the parents 

were &iailar to each other. Payne, Suaaers, and Stewart 

(1973> ezaained the siailarity of parents and young adult 

children in their self-Judgeaents on different issues. 

Again, there were significant differences in the way the 

generations Judged issues. Gallagher (1974> found not only 

differences in attitudes, but differences lo the intensity 

of which the attitudes were felt in his study of 148 faaily 

units in Philadelphia. Value orientations are also cited as 

a aajor difference between young adults and their parents in 

research Thoaaa <1974> did with college students and their 

parents. 

In later studies, the view of what constituted genera

tional continuity changed. A study by Callan and Gallois 

<1983> had as its focus the accuracy of young adult child

ren•s perception of their parents. Surveys were given to 

180 college feaales and their aothers. Mothers were asked 

to give their responses on iteas regarding perceptions about 

raising children . Daughters were asked not only to give 

their responses to the lteas but also to give the responses 

they thought their aothers would give. Daughters were un

able to perceive their aothers accurately, and thereby be-

1 ieved that their aothers were aore siailar to the• than was 

actually the case. 
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In a study by Cash•ore and Goodnow <1985) the two 

•ethods of aeasuring generational discontinuity were co•

bined. Cashaore and Goodnow exaained both the siallarity of 

attitudes between young adults and their parents and the ac

curacy of the young adults' perception of their parents in 

their study of 100 first-born children and their parents ln 

Austral la. Cashaore and Goodnow found that there was a gap 

in siailarity between the two generations and in the ability 

of the young adults to perceive their parent's views on 

qualities of occupational aspiration. In addition, Cashaore 

and Goodnow found that the aore slallar the generations 

were, the better the young adult was in perceiving parental 

values. 

Eight of the studies reviewed that focused only on the 

existence of a generation gap either saw the generation gap 

as an illusion or were a•blguous in their findings on the 

generation gap. These studies also eaployed survey research 

to aeasure generational continuity aaong their subjects . 

Three of the studies conducted propose that the idea that a 

generation gap exist only inside people's heads and ls not 

what ls found ln reality. The other five studies did not 

take this stance, but gave aore aabivalent results in their 

analysis of generational discontinuity . 

Bengtson <1973>, Bengtson and Lovejoy <1975), and Acock 

and Bengtson <1980> concluded that the generation gap was an 
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illusion that had been auch exaggerated by those who take 

the position that there is a •great gap• between young 

adults and their parents. The earlier two studies 

<Bengtson, 1973; Bengtson and Lovejoy, 1975> used the saae 

subjects and data collection instruaent and obtained the 

saae results. The subjects for these studies were drawn 

fro• aale aeabers on a aedical care plan in a large aetro

pol itan area. These subjects, their children, and their 

grandchildren were surveyed. Although there were soae ainor 

differences in these studies, the generations were aore sla

ilar than different in their views, causing the authors to 

conclude that a generation gap was non-existent. In the 

third study <Acock and Bengtson, 1980>, 466 father- aother

young adult triads were surveyed to exaaine both siailarity 

between generations and the predictive ability of young 

adults on both parent's views . Acock and Bengtson found 

that perceived differences between parents and the young 

adults were aore iaportant to the young adults than were the 

actual differences. Proa this, the authors concluded that 

the generation gap existed aore in the alnds of the young 

adults surveyed than it did in real generational differ

ences. 

There are five other studies reviewed which were aa

biguous in their conclusions. These studies found soae sup

port for a generation gap in soae areas but also found lack 

of support for a generation gap ln other areas. 
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Three of the studies exaained the siailarity of atti

tudes between young adult children and their parents. In a 

study of 161 college students and 100 of their parents 

Weinstock and Lerner (1972> found no real differences in 

direction of attitudes but did find signlf lcant differences 

ln intensity of attitudes. Following up on this study with 

a slailar study ezaaining 46 high school students and either 

parent (16 aothers and 7 fathers>, Lerner, Schroeder, 

Rewitzer, and Weinstock <1972> obtained siallar results. 

There were still no real differences in direction of atti

tudes but significant differences in intensity of attitudes 

were found, although the differences were saaller than those 

found with the college population. A third study on siai

larity of values in raising children by Wheeler and Oles 

(1979> exaained 43 college students and their parents. They 

found no differences in values between young adult children 

and their parents but did find that the parents varied aore 

in their ratings on the scale than their children did. 

Two other studies exaained both siailarlty of views 

between the two generati·ons and the ability of the young 

adults to perceive their parent's views. Tedin (1974> in a 

study of political attitudes of 322 dyads of young adults 

and at least one of their parents found no gap between the 

generations in their views, but did find that the young a

dults were not very accurate in thelr perception of parental 

views. Another study by Sleven and Wingrove (1983> ezaained 

young adult feaales, their aothers, and grandaothers on 
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their views towards roles ln society. They found •others 

and daughters to be si•ilar in views. and found that •others 

were the best predictors of other generation's views. 

In eza•ining the studies which looked only at the 

existence of a generation gap, there are so•e issues that 

arise that •ay account In part for the aabigulty in the re

sults concerning generational continuity. First, there were 

issues regarding the operationalization of •easure•ent of 

the generation gap. Next, there were issues concerning the 

ability to generalize fro• these studies. 

QQ~rAll2DAll~All2D Qi H~A~ir~•~Dl· Part of the a•bi

gu l ty between studies aay be accounted for by the variation 

in the specific pheno•ena used to •easure the idea of gener

ation gap. So•e viewed the generation gap in ter•s of si•i

larity of values between generations <Pried•an. Gold, and 

Christle. 1972; Weinstock and L.erner, 1972; Lerner, 

Schroeder. Rewitzer, and Weinstock, 1972; Bengtson, 1973; 

Payne, Su••er and Stewart, 1973; Gallagher, 1974; Tho•as 

1974; Bengtson and Lovejoy, 1975; Wheeler & Oles. 1979>. 

Another view •easured accuracy of perception between genera

tions as the defining criteria for generational continuity 

<Callan & Gallois, 1983). A third •ethod used and advocated 

by auch recent research <Tedin, 1974; Acock & Bengtson, 

198e; Sleven and Wingrove, 1983; Cashaore & Goodnow, 1985> 

ls the two-process aethod that exa•ines both si•llarity be-
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tween generations and ability of each generation to perceive 

the position of the other generation. Although the differ

ences in aeasures did not account for all the variation be

tween studies, it could aake a difference in the results 

obtained. As the two-process aethod ls aore coaprehenslve, 

it will be used in this study. 

Another issue regarding the specific phenoaena aeasured 

revolved around the subject aatter of the attitudes. Only 

the studies which shared authors <Weinstock and Lerner, 

1972, and Lerner, Schroeder, Rewitzer, and Weinstock, 1972; 

Bengtson, 1973 and Bengtson and Lovejoy, 1975) ezaalned 

attitudes on the saae subject aatter. In these studies the 

authors found siallar trends in patterns of attitudes, be

tween their studies, however, the two groups of authors <the 

group involving Lerner and Weinstock, and the group in

volving Bengtson> caae up with different conclusions. In 

the other studies the subject of the attitude varied, so no 

coaparison on attitude areas could be aade. 

There ls also the issue of whose views should be ez

aalned when looking at siailarity and perceptual ability be

tween the two generations. Only one of the studies ezaained 

the differences recoaaended in the two process aethod based 

on a coaparison of both generation's ability to perceive the 

other generation. Sleven and Wingrove (1983) in their ezaa

ination of daughters and aothers looked at aother's ability 

to perceive daughter's views as well as daughter's abilities 

to perceive aother's views. Other efforts exaalned only the 
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young adult children's perception of parent's views and si•

ilarity to parents, not the parent's perception of their 

children's views. This study will exa•ine both generation's 

abilities to gauge the attitudes of the other generation as 

this ls the aore co•prehensive approach . 

Another problea concerned how the aeasure of genera

tional differences were operationalized. Host studies coa

pared the parent-child coabinations directly with each 

other, however two studies, Weinstock and Lerner <1972>, and 

Lerner, Schroeder, Rewitzer, and Weinstock <1972>, collected 

fa•ily dyad responses but only coapared across the age 

groups, not by the faaily dyads. Coaparisons by fa•ily dy

ads will be utilized in this study as it ls the aore coaaon 

approach. 

~~nArAll~lng B~~Yl~~· In addition to the problea of 

operationalizing aeasures for the generation gap, other 

liaits can be seen in the generalization of results . Sev

eral of the studies obtaining •ixed results use only one 

gender when exaalning generational continuity and this 

liaits their generalizability <Friedaan, Gold, And Christie, 

1972; Callan and Gallois, 1983; Slevin and Wingrove, 1983). 

The studies by Bengtson <1973> and Bengtson and Lovejoy 

<1975> use only aale recipients of aedical benefits fro• 

which to locate other generations and this could cause so•e 

probleas. In addition, there are other •ethodological prob

le•s in the three-generation studies. For a further discus

sion of these proble•s see Bytheway (1977>. An additional 
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problem found in Freeman# Gold# and Christie (1972) is the 

use of paid volunteers for the study. Paid volunteers may 

respond differently from unpaid volunteers# and this limits 

the.generalizability of these results. 

One further problem that is common to all the studies 

examined here is the use of only one sample group of genera

tions to examine generational continuity. Elder (1975> re

commends use of more than one sample group in measuring the 

concept of generational continuity. He further recommends 

that these sample groups come from different time periods in 

order to ge·t a better perspective on generational continui

ty. 

In order to sidestep some of these problems# this study 

will examine cohort groups from two different periods of 

time. Young adults of both genders are included in both 

sample groups. The later sample also includes parents of 

both genders so a more detailed comparison can be made. 

Attitudes in four value areas will be examined to get at 

some of the problems with measuring only one kind of atti

tude. In addition# those who were surveyed are volunteers 

who were not paid for participation in the study. 

Social Variables and Generational Change 

Literature on generational continuity between young 

adults and their parents addresses not only the existence of 

a generation gap# but also examines the influence of dif

ferent variables on generational discontinuity. As the plan 
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of thls study ls to ezaalne the influence of education of 

aother, eaployaent of aother, and gender, the literature re

viewed ln thls section will be llalted to studies that ez

aalne the relationship of these three variables to differ-

ences in perception and/or slallarlty of attitudes between 

young adults and their parents. The literature on the three 

variables will be presented followed by a dlscusslon of soae 

of the probleas and issues found in the studies. 

No studies were located in the literature which fo

cused on the Influence of the educational level of aothers 

alone on the slailarlty and/or perception of attitudes be

tween young adults and their parents. Pour studies were 

found, however, that ezaalned the influence of parental 

educational level in general, without differentiating edu

cational level based on gender. All four studies used sur

veys to gather their data. 

The studies which ezaained the influence of educational 

level of parents in general found aized results. Three of 

the studies found that educational level was a aajor influ

ence on generational differences <Kirkpatrick, 1936; 

Brunswich, 1978; Rapoport, 1985). The fourth study <Thoaas 

and Stankiewlez, 1974> found no relationship between educa

tional level and generational differences. 

Kirkpatrick <1936> ezaained the influence of education

al level of parents on attitudes of the generations towards 



fealnls•. In his study of 165 parent-child triads and 317 

gender aatched parent-child dyads he found that the direc-
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t ion of views of young adults were influenced by educational 

level. When educational level of parents was high, both 

generations were •ore fe•lnlst in their views and were •ore 

si•ilar in their attitudes. A study by Brunswich <1970) 

adds support to Kirkpatrick's findings. In her study based 

on secondary analysis fro• several national studies on the 

generation gap, she found that the educational level of 

parents •ade a great difference in young adults' attitudes . 

Brunswich did not find auch generational discontinuity and 

suggested that the educational level of parents la as iapor

tant a factor as generational •••bership in deter•ining dif

ferences in attitudes of young adults. In the •oat recent 

study by Rapoport <1985> which exanined attitude expression 

baaed on secondary analysis of surveys fro• eight nations 

found that the transaission of attitude expression fro• pa

rent to child Increased for parents with higher educational 

levels. 

One study <Tho•as, 1974> did not support the idea that 

educational level had an influence on generational trans•is

sion of attitudes. In a study of college students and their 

parents, he found no significant difference in siailarity 

between the generations based on education level of parents . 

He concluded that education level does not have an influence 

on generational continuity. 



Several studies have been aade of the influence of 

aaternal eaployaent on children as they are growing up. 
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The reader ls referred to Etaugh <1974> for a review of the 

studies . Only two studies were located, however, that ex

aained the influence of the eaployaent of aothers during 

their children's lives on the slallarity and/or perception 

of attitudes between parents and children when their child

ren reached young adulthood. Both studies used surveys to 

collect their data. 

A study by Rollins and White <1982> indicated that ea

ployaent of aother aay not have as negative effects as have 

been attributed to It by the popular press. To the con

trary, In their study of 100 •other-daughter dyads, they 

found that aothers who were in careers that were personally 

rewarding shared aore views with their daughters than aot

hers who were full-tiae housewives. There was no difference 

in siailarlty of views between aothers and daughters when 

aothers were full-tiae housewives and when they were ea

ployed out of econoaic necessity. 

The second study did not find the saae results as 

Rollins and White. Acock, Barker, and Bengtson <1982> 

looked at the effect of aaternal eaployaent on parent

youth siailarity in 647 aother-father-youth triads. Al

though aaternal eaployaent did not have an effect on the 

level of siallarlty between youth and their parents as a 

whole, there was a slgnif lcant difference based on aaternal 



eaploy•ent between the siailarity of youth and their 

aothers. When aothers had been eaployed their young adult 

children were less siailar to the• and •ore siailar to the 

fathers. 
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The studies whlch exaalne the influence of gender on 

siailarlty and/or perception of attitudes between young 

adult children and their parents can be sub-divided into 

three areas. First 1 there are studies that focus on the 

gender of the child and its influence on generational siai

larlty and attitude perception. Next coae studies that con

centrate on the gender of the parent and its influence on 

the generation gap. Lastly 1 there are studies that ezaaine 

the gender of both parent and child and its relationship to 

generational differences. A review of the literature in 

each of these areas follows. 

g!n9!r Qi &nl!9 An9 g!n!rsli~ns! Qlii!r!n£!§· In 

surveying the literature three studies were found which 

focus on the influence of gender of young adults In genera

t lonal continuity. All three studies used surveys to- gather 

their data and all three surveys showed significant differ

ences in generational continuity based on gender of the 

child. 

The first study by Jacobson# Berry and Olson C1975> 

exa•ined the si•llarlty on views towards current social 

probleas between university students and their fathers. 
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Jacobson, Berry, and Olson found that both generations were 

sl•llar in thelr views. The areas of dlsagree•ent between 

the generations varied, however, based on the gender of the 

young adult child. Daughters al•ost always agreed with 

thelr fathers, whlle sons disagreed in the areas of abor

tion, Inflation, and drug use. A study by Hare-Mustin, 

Bennett, and Broderick <1983> added to these findings. This 

study eza•lned attitudes of college students and their pa

rents towards •otherhood. Little generational difference 

was found on attitudes, however, gender differences between 

daughters and sons were found in the area of reproductive 

freedo•, with daughters being the •ost si•ilar to •others, 

indicating that gender as well as generation •ay lead to 

so•e gaps of attitudes between people. The •ost recent 

study <Wllks and Callan, 1984> focused on the views of late 

adolescents and their parents toward use of alcohol . Res

pondents in this study included 72 •other-father-daughter 

triads and 30 •other-father-son triads. Findings indicated 

that sons were •ore in agree•ent vlth both their parent's 

attitudes than were daughters. Sons were also •ore in a

gree•ent with either parent on views than were daughters. 

all three studies indicated that gender of child ls a factor 

that bears further consideration when eza•inlng generational 

continuity. 

~1ng!r Qi f§r!nl Ang ~!D!r~£1~n~! ~lii!r!ng!J· Liter

ature that eza•lnes the gender of parents on generational 

continuity showed •lzed results. In reviewing the 
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literature, two studies were found that give support to the 

idea that gender of parent has an influence on slallarlty of 

attitudes and/or prediction of attitudes between the genera

tions. Two studies found no support for the influence of 

parental gender on generational continuity. All four stud

ies gathered data by using surveys . 

One study that supported the idea that parental gender 

has an influence on generational slallarlty ls an early 

study by Kirkpatrick <1936) that was discussed earlier under 

the exaalnatlon of the influence of educational level on 

generational continuity. In addition to his findings con

cerning education level, Kirkpatrick found that gender of 

parents also aakes a · difference in generational sl•ilarlty 

with •others being aore slallar to their children than fat

hers . A second study by Acock and Bengtson <1978> ezaained 

653 father-aother-youth triads and found that •others were 

better able than fathers to predict the attitudes of their 

young adult children . 

Other studies did not f lnd support for gender differ

ences between •others and fathers in their relationship with 

young adult children. Jennings and Langton <1969) found no 

def inlte influence based of gender of parent when they 

exaalne 430 •other-father-youth triads on their political 

party orientations. They did find however, that when con

flict was strong, young adult children were aore likely to 

hold the views of their aothers than the views of their 

fathers. A aore recent study by Penn <1977) exaained 168 
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feaale college students and their parents and found no dif

ference ln generational siailarity on attitudes based on the 

gender of the parent. Both these studles leave soae doubt 

as to the influence of gender of parent on generational 

continuity. 

fArtnlL~b!lg ~1ng1r Ang ~1n1r1£12n~l Q!iitrtn~t~· The 

studies which exaained the gender of both parent and child 

focus on two different issues. First, there was the issue 

of the influence of gender of both generations on the degree 

of generational continuity. Next, there was the issue which 

exaained whether an age gap or a gender gap ls the aost pre

doainant gap in faailies. Data for studies of both issues 

were gathered uslng self-adalnistered questlonnalres. Bach 

of these lssues will be ezaained in turn. 

Two studies ezaained the issue of the influence of gen

der of both generations on the degree of generational conti

nuity. In a study by Freeaan (1972> which exaalned 280 col

lege students and their parents on attitudes towards con

teaporary topics, generational differences were found; how

ever, gender of parents and gender of children showed no 

significant influence on generational siailarity when data 

were analyzed. Another study <Thoapson, Acock, and Clark, 

1985) found"'different results. This exaaination of 280 

aother-father-young adult triads found that aothers and 

fathers had liaited ability to gauge the attitudes of their 

children. However, aothers were able to gauge the attitudes 
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of their daughters better than fathers. Neither parent was 

better at esti•ating the opinions of their sons. 

A second area of concern to researchers that were in

terested in both the influence of age and gender on fa•ily 

continuity eza•ines whether fa•ily discontinuity results 

•ore fro• the age of the fa•ily •e•ber or the gender of the 

fa•lly •e•ber. Here, again, results were •ized. 

A study by Steininger and Lesser <1974> eza•ined gener

ational differences and sez differences in the liberalness 

and conservativeness of social attitudes a•ong college stu

dents and their parents. Generational differences were •ore 

•arked than gender differences; however, gender differences 

were also signif lcant in showing differences in so•e areas. 

McBride (1983) eza•lned undergraduates and their parents of 

the sa•e gender. Gender differences were pronounced in her 

study of attribution of parenting skills; however, no gener

ation differences were found. This analysts caused McBride 

to conclude that gender, not generation, was the significant 

factor influencing fa•ily discontinuity. 

Results of studies that eza•ined the social variables 

of education level of •other, aaternal e•ploy•ent, and gen

der, and their Influence on generational continuity between 

young adults and their parents were inconclusive. Only the 

studies that eza•lned gender of child shoved consistent 
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differences. Studies that exaained the relationship of the 

other variables were aixed in their results. 

Probleas of inconsistency of aethodology and operation

alization of the variables aay account in part for the dif

ferences in results between the studies. Soae issues and 

probleas are coaaon across all the studies reviewed on the 

different social factors, while other probleas are unique to 

studies on each social factor. A discussion of probleas in 

the operationalization of aeasureaent and generalizability 

of results follows. The discussion will cover coaaon prob

leas that exist across the literature for all the categories 

of variables as well as probleas that are unique to the 

study of the individual variables. 

Q~rAl!~DAll~Al!~D Qi H~AIJr~•~Dl· Studies concerned 

with the influence of social factors on generational con

tinuity share soae of the saae probleas as the studies fo

cusing only on the existence of a generation gap. Host of 

the studies exaained focus only on siailarity between gener

ations as a aeasure of generational continuity <Kirkpatrick, 

1936; Jennings and Langton, 1969; Brunswich, 1970; Freeaan, 

1972; Steininger and Lesser, 1974; Thoaas and Stankiewiez, 

1974; Jacobson, Berry and Olson, 1975; Penn, 1977; Rollins 

and White; 1982; Acock, Barker, and Bengtson, 1982; Hare

Mustin, Bennett, and Broderick 1983; McBride, 1983; Wilks 

and Callan, 1984; Rapoport, 1985>. Two studies, however, 

focused on parent's perception of young adult children 

<Acock and Bengtson, 1978; Thoaas, Acock, and Clark, 1985>. 
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None of the studies used the two-process approach aentioned 

earlier in the chapter. The two studies that ezaained per

ception only looked at parent's perception of their young 

adult children's views. No study looked at the siailarity 

in views and perception of other generation across both gen

erations. In addition, all studies focused on different 

attitude content areas. 

In addition, studies that ezaained social factors did 

not look at the influence of aultlple factors on generation

al continuity. Only Kirpatrlck <1936> ezaalned the influ

ence of aore than one of the social variables reviewed in 

this chapter. The present research will overcoae this prob

le• by ezaalning the influence of the aultlple variables. 

Soae aethodologlcal issues are unique to the social 

factor being studied. As aentloned before, no studies could 

be located that differentiate between education level of 

•other and father, therefore, there ls still a question a

bout the influence of the education level of aothers alone 

on generational continuity. This study will eza•ine the 

influence of educational level of •others only. 

Studies which ezaained the influence of •aternal ea

ployaent on parent/child siailarity and perceptual abili

ties when the child ls a young adult are sparse and leave 

aore rooa for study. In addition , one of the two studies 

located <Rollins and White, 1982> ezaained only daughters 

when looking at the effects of aaternal eaployaent . 
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Studies of gender range according to whose gender ls 

exaalned as well as the aethod used to exaalne It. No 

studies exaalned the influence across both genders ln both 

generations on generational slallarlty and abilities of both 

generations to gauge perceptions of the other generation's 

attitudes. This study will use this aethod in order to ex

pand on f indlngs of previous studies. 

~!D!rAllllD9 B!JY!lj· Probleas given above in opera

tlonal izatlon of •easureaent contribute to the generaliza

tion of results. In addition to these probleas, the studies 

on the Influence of education level, •aternal e•ploy•ent, 

and gender shared the sa•e probleas in generalizing results 

that the studies on the existence of the generation gap 

have. There are studies that exa•lned only one gender in 

one of the generations, as •entioned above. The studies are 

also li•ited in that they exa•ined the influence of the 

three social variables on only one sa•ple in one historical 

location. This study will address these proble•s. 

The Effect Of Ti•e On The Generation Gap 

Studies were also exaained that tested portions of the 

life-span develop•ental •odel with late adolescents/young 

adults, and their parents. Most of the studies focused only 

on the effects of historical ti•e on the generation gap. 

One study, however, did test both the influence of develop

•ental life stages as well as historical tl•e. One study 

exaained was a panel study, two studies were cohort studies, 

. ' 



and the fourth study coabined both a panel and cohort ap

proach. All four studies aade use of survey research and 

all four found support for the theory. 

The panel study by Acock and Fuller C1984> exaained 
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114 parent and post-adolescent children dyads in Thailand on 

attitudes of aobillty. The study finds that parents have 

little influence over the aobllity attitudes of their child

ren over tlae and that the external social influences of 

historical tiae and location are auch aore influential on 

attitudes than faally beliefs. The authors conclude that in 

areas of rapid social change, younger generations respond to 

the external forces of the ti•es. 

A cohort analysis by Chand, Crider, and Willets <1975> 

surveyed high school students In 1947, 1960, and 1970 on 

their perceived disagreeaents with their parents. In this 

study, the students were surveyed on their own views and 

their perception of parental views. The actual views of 

parents were not collected. Chand, Crider, and Willets 

found that the generation gap did exist over ti•e and that 

ti•e did have an influence on the nature of the gap. Roper 

and Labeff (1977> conducted a cohort study coaparing the 

1934 Kirpatrick sa•ple of parents and their young adult 

children with parents and their young adult children in 1974 

on attitudes towards feminism and sex roles. Results showed 

that both generations had aoved towards aore egalitarian 



attitudes and concluded that historical tlae ls a factor 

in this change. 

The last study, by Jennings and Nleai C1981) utilized 
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a aore intergrative approach by coabining both panel and 

cohort designs in studying the three kinds of tiae and their 

influence on generational continuity. The study exaained a 

national sa•ple of high school seniors and their parents in 

1965, reinterviewed the same group In 1973, and also gat

hered a fresh group of high school students froa 1973 on 

their political attitudes. The study found that certain 

stages of the life cycle were aore open to change in atti

tudes, and that there were both generational differences in 

attitudes as well as historical or period effects on atti

tudes. 

There are several probleas or weaknesses in the stud

ies which exaained the life-span developaental aodel that 

this research will try to address. First, only one study 

examined <Jennings and Nieai, 1981> took into consideration 

the three types of tiae in testing generational continuity. 

Next, the views of both generations were not considered by 

the studies. Only Roper and Labeff C1977> examined the ef

fects of tiae on the parental generation. All other studies 

focused only on the young adult generation. Chand, Crider, 

and Willets (1975> don't even Include a survey of parental 

views in their study, but rely on the young adults to have 
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accurate knowledge of this view. Last# none of the studies 

examined used the two-process approach of exaMlning both 

si•ilarity between generations and ability of each genera

tion to gauge the attitude of the other generation. It ls 

felt that by using such a process the study of the influence 

of historical tlae can be iaproved. 

Su••ary 

The studies that exaalned generational continuity in 

attitudes between young adult children and their parents 

were aixed in their results. Out of the fourteen studies 

that exa•ined only whether a generation gap existed or not# 

six studies found support for a generation gap while eight 

studies were either aabiguous in their results or found no 

support for a generation gap. 

The literature testing the influence of the social 

variables of educational level of parent# aaternal eaploy

aent# and gender gave differing results. Three of the four 

studies that exaalned educational level of parents found 

this variable to be an influence on parent-child dyads abil

ity to gauge each other#s attitudes or their siailarity. 

One study did not support educational level as influencing 

generational continuity. The two studies exaaining maternal 

eaployaent gave opposite results with one study finding that 

•aternal eaployaent made a difference in generational 

continuity between aothers and young adult children while 

the other study found no difference in this relationship. 
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The studies which tested gender as an influence on gen

erational continuity had focused on gender in three separate 

ways. Three studies exaained only the gender of the child 

in relationship to generational continuity. All found gen

der of child had an influence on generational continuity. 

Four studies exaained only the gender of the parent and gave 

aixed results with two studies supporting parental gender as 

an influence on generational continuity and two studies 

finding no support for this idea. Of the four studies that 

exaained gender of both parent and child, three found sup

port for gender as an influential variable on generational 

continuity and one study found no support for the idea. 

Four studies exaained the influence of historical ti•e 

on generational continuity. All four studies found support 

for the idea that historical tiae and location influences 

generational continuity. 

Soae aajor probleas in the literature were: a. sep

arate doaains of attitudes were used in different studies, 

b. studies varied in aeasureaent of what constituted genera

tional continuity--siailarity between generations, ability 

to gauge attitudes between generations. or both, c. studies 

varied in which generation's view they exaained, d. studies 

exaained only one gender, e. studies exaained only one ti•e 

period, f. studies that exa•ined the social variables of 

parental education level, aaternal eaployaent, and gender 

differed in their operationalization of the variables, g. 

studies did not exaaine the influence of aultlple variables 
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on generational continuity, and f. studies did not consider 

the influence of the three types of tiae in the life-span 

develop•ental aodel in their research design. This study 

plans to test the theory base of the life-span developaental 

aodel and address the probleas in previous literature by 

conducting a cohort analysis exaaining two siailar age co

horts and their mothers at two different points in tiae. In 

addltlon, generational slallarlty and attitude perception 

for both generations in four different value doaains will be 

coapared. Coaparisons will be aade on a aultiple of vari

ables and planning of the research design will control for 

the influence of the types of tiae given in the life-span 

develop•ental aodel. 

Research Hypotheses 

Considering both the results of the literature review and 

the basic propositions of the theory base, the following 

hypotheses are proposed. 

1. If siailar cohorts of college students and their 

aothers for the years 1972 and 1985 are examined, historical 

tiae will be significant in accounting for changes in gener

ational perceptions. Historical change will be influential 

in the following aanner: 

a. First, there will be a difference in how well stu

dents and their aothers gauge each other's attitudes and how 

siailar they are based on the year of the study. 
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b. Second, in co•paring the opinions of students in 

1972 and 1985, and the opinions of •others in 1972 and 1985, 

significant differences should be found in their opinions 

based on the year studied. 

c. When exaalnlng the influence of the variables of 

gender of child, educational level of •other, and maternal 

eaployaent status on generational continuity, these vari

ables should be found significant in influencing generation

al siailarity and attitude prediction but will not be as in

fluential as the year of study in influencing generational 

sl•ilarity and attitude prediction. 

2. The gender of the parent ls an i•portant influence 

in generational siailarlty and ability of each generation to 

gauge attitudes of the other generation. 

a. First, there should be significant differences 

between the si•ilarity and ability to gauge attitudes be

tween mothers and their children and fathers and their 

children, with aothers and children being aore si•ilar and 

better able to predict each other's attitudes than fathers 

and children. 

b. Next, there should be both generational differences 

and gender differences when •others, fathers, and children 

are exa•ined to see how siallar they are in values to each 

other. 



.:vCHAPTER IV 

METHODS 

The need for longitudinal analysis In the study of 

generational differences has been pointed out by aany re-

searchers interested in the sociology of age <see Bengtson, 

1972; Bengtson, Furlong, and Laufer, 1974; Elder, 1975; 

Hareven, 1978; Klein, Jorgensen, and Hiller, 1978; Hill and 

Hattessich, 1979; Hagestad, 1981). Two different aethodo-

logical designs were used In the literature reviewed. 

The f lrst design, the panel study, exaalnes the same 

speclf lc Individuals at two or aore points in tlae. The 

purpose ln thls design ls to look at lndlvldual change over 

tl•e. The focus ln thls design for llfe-span develop•ental 

theory ls to exaalne the lapact of different life stages on 

generational change. 

The second design, cohort analysis, refers to: 

any study in which there are measures of some 
characteristic of one or aore cohorts <birth or 
otherwise> at two or •ore points of tlae <Glenn, 
1979, p. 9). 

Cohort analysis, according to Glenn <1979) ls used to study 

three types-of change. First, it can be used to exa•ine ac-

tual changes in the behavior or attitudes of a cohort. Se-

condly, cohort analysis ls used to examine changes that can 
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be attributed to the aging process of a cohort, and thirdly, 

cohort analysis is used to exa•ine changes that are asso

ciated with different historical periods. The advantage 

of cohort analysis is that siaultaneous comparisons can be 

•ade by both synchronic and diachronic tiae. That is, com

parisons can be aade between groups at one point in time as 

well as over a period of tiae. As this study exaaines the 

changes of attitudes over tiae of siailar age cohorts, co

hort analysis was the aethod of choice used in this study. 

The purpose of this chapter ls to give a description of 

the methodology used to carry out a cohort analysis of gen

erational continuity. Generational continuity was aeasured 

by using the two-process approach discussed in Chapter II 

that exaaines both the siailarity between parents and their 

young adult children as well as the ability of both parents 

and their young adult children to gauge each other's atti

tudes. In addition, two separate cohorts, that were siailar 

in age, and their parents were exaained in this study. The 

two cohorts were chosen so that they would reflect the saae 

developaental stage, that of intimacy vs. isolation, as well 

as the same faally developmental stage, family as a launch

ing pad, yet share different historical tlaes. Both cohorts 

were also experiencing the same life event, that of attend

ing college, when the saaples were collected. 

Saaple And Procedure 

In order to test the influence of historical tiae on 
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generational continuity, a data set collected by Hodgin and 

Dodder in 1972 comparing attitudes of •others and their 

young adult children was utilized. In addition, another 

sa•ple of young adult children and both parents was col

lected in 1985 utilizing the sa•e lnstruaent used by Hodgin 

and Dodder ln 1972. This section will present the pro

cedures used for collecting the data in both 1972 and 1985, 

a description of the saaples collected, and probleas and 

liaitations encountered in the saapling process. 

In order to exaaine generational continuity, Hodgin 

asked instructors to give a self-adainistered questionnaire 

to their Introductory sociology students at Oklahoaa State 

University. Responses were collected fro• 384 students. 

This class was chosen because it was a general education 

class so the students were aore likely than upperclassmen to 

show a diversity of views and backgrounds and were aore 

likely than upperclass•en to be representative of the col

lege population as a whole. 

The students were asked to coaplete a questionnaire, 

giving their responses to 48 value statements, and the res

ponses they believed their aothers would give. The students 

were told that participation in the study was voluntary and 

that their answers would be kept confidential. They were 

also told that a questionnaire would be sent to their 



mothers, and asked not to discuss the questionnaire with 

their mothers until after their mothers had returned the 

questionnaire. 
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After coapleting the survey, the students were given 

envelopes to address to their aothers. A survey, coded to 

aatch the student survey, was then mailed to the aothers 

asking for their participation in the study. A copy of the 

cover letter sent to the mothers can be found in Appendix A. 

As their children, aothers were asked to give their res

ponses to the items, then give the responses they thought 

their son or daughter would give. 

In order to laprove the response rate of mothers in the 

study, follow up letters were sent at two different times to 

those who did not return a survey. The first follow up let

ter was sent four weeks after the original survey. The se

cond follow up letter was sent six weeks after the original 

survey. A copy of each of the follow up letters can be 

found in Appendix B. Of the 384 surveys sent, 369 mothers 

returned the survey, giving a response rate of 96%. 

To collect the 1985 saaple, this researcher admin

istered the Hodgin-Dodder questionnaire to 350 introductory 

sociology students at Oklaho•a State University. Of the 350 

students, 343 filled out the survey giving a response rate 

of 98%. In this saaple the students were asked to give 

their responses to the value stateaents and the responses 
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they believed each of their parents would give to the value 

statements. Again, students were informed of the voluntary 

nature of the survey, assured of the confidentiality of 

their answers, and asked not to discuss the survey with 

either parent until the parent had co•pleted the survey. 

Coded surveys that •atched the student's survey were 

then sent to both parents with the sa•e cover letter used in 

the 1972 data collection. The student's parents were each 

asked to give their own responses to the lteas, then give 

the responses they thought their son or daughter would give 

without consulting with each other or the student. 

When surveys were sent to the parents of the 343 stu

dents, eighteen of the surveys to both parents were returned 

by the post office because the parent either did not live at 

that address or the address was unknown. This brought the 

total nu•ber of students who had at least one parent who 

could respond down to 325. Out of the 325 students, 43 had 

fathers who were deceased or whose addresses were unknown, 

•aking the total nu•ber of possible responses froa fathers 

282. Out of the 325 students, seven had mothers who were 

deceased or whose addresses were unknown, •aking the total 

nu•ber of possible responses froa aothers 318. The total 

nu•ber of two parent dyads who received surveys was 275. 

After four weeks, a post-card was sent to parents who 

had not responded asking for a response. A copy of the 

post-card can be found in Appendix B. Due to financial 

llaitations, a second follow up request was not sent. 
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There were 217 responses received froa either one 

or both parents of the students, aaking the overall response 

rate for the 1985 data 67%. Out of the 282 fathers of stu

dents who were sent surveys, 173 (61%) responded. Out of 

the 318 mothers of students who were sent surveys, 193 <61%> 

responded. Out of the 275 two parent dyads that could have 

responded, 176 <64%> responses were received froa both 

parents. 

In addition to answering the value iteas, demographic 

questions were also asked of both students and their aothers 

in the 1972 survey and of students and both parents in the 

1985 survey. Deaographlc questions for the students in 1972 

and 1985 were the same, with the exception that the 1985 

saaple was asked for the address of their fathers as well as 

their •others. A copy of the student demographic questions 

for both years can be found in Appendix C. In addition to 

the deaographic questions asked in 1972, parents in 1985 

were also asked about their incoae froa eaployaent and day 

care arrangeaents for students during different periods of 

the student,s life. Coples of the parent demographic for 

both years can be found in Appendix O. 

Comparisons of the demographic data for students in 

1972 and students in 1985 are found in Table I. Chi-squares 

were significant in six of the nine sets of coaparison. The 

three coaparisons that were siailar enough to be non-
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TABLE I 

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDENTS FOR BOTH YEARS 

1972 1985 Chi-
Q~l29CAQbl~~---------H:~§~----------H:i!Z ____________ §g~sC~~ 
§t! 

Male 44% 40% • 94 
Feaale 56% 60% 

&9t 
16-19 40% 64% 
20-22 36% 26% 
23 and up 24% 13% 

!!s.tl!s! §!s!.Y~ 
Single 97% 94% 3.15 
Married 3% 6% 

~lsu1Alf l~~:t.l.2n 
Preshaan 60% 71 % 11. 34* 
Sophaore 27% 15% 
Junior 8% 9% 
Senior 5% 5% 

Q1~cm11 Gf a 
< 1. 5 4% 3% 42.68* 
1.5-2.49 35% 23% 
2.5-3.49 36% 63% 
3.5-4.0 25% 11 % 

t121tt2!!n §!~~ 
< 10,000 33% 23% 
10,000-50.000 24% 29% 
50.,001-100.,000 5% 12% 
> 100.000 38% 36% 

!~!e~~-2! §!e!!Q9~ 
0 5% 5% . 5. 70 
l 25% 34% 
2 36% 32% 

---~-2C-!2Ct----------~~~------------~~~--------------------

* indicates the Chi-square was significant at .05 
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TABLE I <Continued> 

1972 1985 Chi-
QAa~9~Agbl~A---------H=~§~----------H=111------------~SDIA~~
f g~!l!29 !9 !Aa!!~ 

Oldest 
K lddle child 
Youngest 

fgl.ll.l~al ~.l!U! 
Conservative 
Moderate 
Liberal 

38% 
35% 
27% 

36% 
57% 

6% 

34% 
25% 

. 41 % 

36% 
39% 
23% 

41.79* 

___ Qlb~C---------------1~-------------~~--------------------
* Indicates the Chi-square was significant at .05 

... 



significant are in the gender co•position, the •arital 

status, and the sibling structure of the two sa•ples. 
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Four sets of significant variations were found. Age 

between the sa•ples varies <Chi-square=25.96) with the 1985 

sa•ple having aore younger students than the 1972 sa•ple. 

One explanation for this variation could be that the 1972 

population was saapled at the tl•e the Vietnaa war was end

ing . Many of the students aay have been involved in the var 

in their younger years and were therefore unable to attend 

college until their allitary service was coaplete. Soae 

variation can also be seen in the classif icatlon level 

of students <Chi-square•11.34> with the 1985 saaple having a 

higher level of freshaan students. Grade point average 

<Chi- square=42.68>, and ho•etown size <Chi-square=15.66) 

show degrees of variation. On the grade point average, the 

1972 saaple had a higher level of A's than the 1985 sa•ple. 

The 1972 saaple also caae froa s•aller towns than the 1985 

saaple. Position in fa•lly shows a variation <Chi-square= 

14.73> with the 1985 sa•ple having •ore aore children who 

are the youngest in their faaily in the survey saaple. Pol

itical view also shows variation <Chi-square=41.79>. The 

1972 sa•ple has a higher percentage of students with aod

erate views and conservative views while the 1985 saaple 

shows that a greater proportion of the students consider 

theaselves to be liberal in their views. 

A co•parison of the coaaon deaographic data for aothers 

of both saaples can be found in Table II. The Chi-square 
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TABLE II 

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MOTHERS FOR BOTH YEARS 

1972 1985 Chi-

Q~a29Csebi£!--------------H:a§~--------H:!~a----------§gg9c~ 
H~r:itml at.mtg~ 

Married 88% 80% 12. 76* 
Divorced 4% 9% 
Widowed 5% 3% 
Reaarried 3% 8% 

Agt ~1 f !t~t H~tt!s9t 
< 18 years 
18-22 years 
23-30 years 
> 30 years 

§;ggg9t.i2n. l..~!ttl. 
< High School 
High School Diploaa 
College/Trade School 
College Degree 
Graduate School 

Eaployaent During 
§t~sltnt~~ ~b!!slb22sl 

0-1 year old 
1-6 years old 
7-12 years old 
> 12 years old 
Never eaployed 

Political Views ---c'OiiservatTve 
Moderate 
Liberal 

10% 
65% 
23% 

2% 

10% 
31 % 
40% 
12% 

7% 

6% 
14% 
22% 
39% 
55% 

35% 
57% 

8% 

14% 
72% 
14% 

0% 

4% 
25% 
39% 
15% 
17% 

18% 
32% 
39% 
55% 
31% 

41 % 
51 % 

8% 

11. 53* 

20.26* 

20.60* 
25.48* 
18.07* 
12.97* 
49.22* 

1.96 

___ Qtb~C---------------------!~-----------~~----------------
* indicates the Chi-square was significant at .05 



was significant in eight out of the nine sets of co•pari

sons. The coaparison that was not significant was between 

the two sa•ple groups on their political views. 
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The eight significant sets of co•parlsons are on •ari

tal status <Chi-square=12.76>, age at first •arriage <Chi

square=ll .53>, educational level <Chi-square=20.26>, and the 

and the f lve different e•ploy•ent co•parisons <0-1 year old, 

Chi-square=20.60; 1-6 years old, Chi-square=25.38; 7-12 

years old, Chl-square=l2.97J > 12 years old, Chi-square= 

12.97J never eaployed, Chi-square=49.22>. The aothers in 

1985 aarried earlier than their 1972 counterparts, they also 

have a great deal aore education than their 1972 counter

parts. In addition, the mothers in the two saaples varied 

on their •arital status and e•ployaent status over the five 

coaparisons. On all five of the co•parlsons for eaploy•ent 

status, •others in 1985 had higher eaployaent rates than 

•others in 1972. 

A coaparison of the coaaon deaographic data for aothers 

and fathers in the 1985 saaple can be found in Table III. 

The Chi-square was significant in all f lve co•parlsons. 

Mothers and fathers varied in their •arltal status <Chi

square=56.83> with aore aothers being divorced or widowed 

than fathers. Mothers •arried at an earlier age than 

fathers <Chi-square=86.03>, had lower levels of education 

than fathers <Chi-square=25.82>, and were •ore conservative 

in their political views than fathers <Chi-square=20.45>. 

Out of the 193 •others, 133 were e•ployed at soae point 
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TABLE III 

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF FATHERS AND MOTHERS 

------------------------------------------------------------Fathers Mothers Chi-
Q~1gg~ggbiE§--------------H~!Z~--------H~!2~----------§g~g~~ 
H~t!!~! §!~!!!~ 

Harried 8 4" 80" 56. 8 3* 
Divorced/Widowed 5% 12" 
Reaarr led 11 % 8% 

A9! ~! flt!! H~rrl~9! 
< 18 years 
18-22 years 
23-30 years 
> 30 years 

eidS1~~t.12u t.c.1c.l 
< High School 
High School Dlploaa 
College/Trade School 
College Degree 
Graduate School 

f 2!!!!2~! ~.!!!§ 
Conservative 
Moderate 
Liberal 
Other 

Average Incoae Proa 
Eaployaent During 
§!!!Q~D!~~ ~b!l9b22Q 

< 10,000 
10,000 - 20,000 
20,001 - 30,000 

1" 
41 % 
55% 

4% 

2% 
16% 
27% 
24% 
31% 

35% 
57% 

8% 
0% 

20% 
38% 
21 % 

14% 
72% 
14% 

0% 

4% 
25% 
39% 
15% 
17% 

41 % 
51 % 

8% 
0% 

<N=l33) 

52% 
41 'c 

7% 

86.03* 

20.45* 

78.45* 

---~-~1~1!1-----------------~1~-----------~~----------------

* indicates the Chi-square was significant at .05 
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during their lives. The comparison between the average 

earnings of the employed mothers and fathers shows that 

fathers had significantly higher <Chi-square=78.45) average 

earnings than mothers. 

There were several issues, problems and limitations 

that arose in the course of this study. This section will 

examine some of these issues and problems beginning first 

with problems and issues found in the data collection pro

cess and continuing with issues concerning the s·ample it

self. 

E~llsQlll!~ !n Qs!~ -~gll~~!lgn. Reliability is the 

first issue that must be considered in the data collection 

process. Evaluation of reliability deals with estimating 

how much of the variation of scores is due to transitory 

influence or chance or random errors <Selltiz, Wrightman, 

and Cook, 1976). In order to increase reliability between 

the two data collection processes, the same proceedure for 

.data collection was used in both the 1972 and 1985 sample. 

In 1972, however, the individual instructors administered 

the questionnaires, while in 1985 one person was respon

sible for administering the questionnaires. Systematic 

error could have occured as the same person did not admini

ster the questionnaires in all circumstances. 

~sll9l!~ !n Qs!s ~gll~~!lgn. Another issue that must 

be dealt with in the data collection process in the validity 
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of the collection process. Validity is defined as the 

extent to which differences reflect true differences aaong 

individuals on characteristics rather than constant or 

rando• errors CSelltiz, Wrights•an, and Cook, 1976>. While 

reliability deals only with rando• errors, validity takes 

into account both constant and randoa errors~ Issues of 

validity were found in this research dealing with the word

ing of the questions for the de•ographic data and with the 

response rate of the questionnaire. 

Regarding the wording of the questionnaire, categories 

of aarltal status on both the student and parent question

naire were overlapping and this could cause errors in valid

ity of the data. In addition, the questions regarding ea

ployment on the parent demographics leaves out eaployaent 

during student's junior high school years. This also could 

cause so•e error in the validity of the data as the ti•e 

fraae on gra•aar school could have different aeanings to 

different people. Also, the question on eaployaent during 

student's high school years ls open to error as there aay be 

different interpretations of what high school is, with some 

interpreting high school to be ninth grade and up and some 

interpreting it to be tenth grade and up. 

In regards to the response rate, roughly 60% of the 

parents responded in 1985. The responses of these parents 

aay not adequately reflect the responses of those parents 

that did not return a questionnaire, adding a further prob

lea to the validity of the data. 
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~!blss! !§§Y!§ !n Qs!s ~g!!!S!l2D· Other issues 

concerning the data collection process deal with the ethics 

of the study. Ethical concerns were dealt with in the study 

by •aklng participation voluntary and assuring the conf 1-

dentlal lty of the participants. Har• of subjects was not an 

issue as the study was not experi•ental in nature and as 

participation was voluntary. 

!s§Y§§ ~gns§rnlng §s~e!lng. Two issues concerning the 

sa•ple collected were of importance in this study. The 

first issue concerns the acceptability of the response rates 

as being representative of the views of the sa•ple •easured. 

The second issue concerns the extended validity or general

izability of findings based on the saaple surveyed relative 

to the population. 

The response rate for the 1972 sample was 96%. This 

response rat• ls unusually high and stands for itself in 

being representative of the sa•ple collected. The response 

rate of the 1985 sa•ple ls over 60% for all the categories 

included. Although this response rate is not as high as the 

1972 response rate. it ls generally considered to be an 

acceptable level <Babbie. 1986). However. as roughly 35% of 

the parent saaple did not respond to the su~vey. there ls 

so•e question if the saaple that did respond gives a fair 

representation of the views of those who chose not to par

ticipate in the study. 

Extended validity or generalizability of the saaple 

•ay be another problea in the study. Saapling the views of 



introductory students and their parents aay not be 

representative of any other population. Students were 

surveyed at only one university in one state. It is 
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unclear whether results of this study could be generalized 

to university students as a whole. The last concern in the 

generalizability of this study has to do with surveying of 

college students and their parents. College students aay 

vary well have different views from the young adult popula

tion as a whole. It is questionable whether results fro• 

this study could be generalized therefore to the population 

of young adults and their parents as a whole. This study 

does have an advantage, however, as it does exa•lne two 

siailar cohorts in two different periods of tl•e. Analysis 

can be •ade therefore on the influence of historical ti•e In 

generational continuity. 

Survey Instru•ent and Operationalization 

In order to study the change in generational continuity 

over ti•e, the saae data instru•ent used in the 1972 data 

collection was used to collect data in the 1985 sa•ple. 

This section of the chapter gives a description of the data 

collection instru•ent, followed by a description of the 

coding and scoring of the lnstru•ent. The section will end 

with a disucssion of issues and proble•s that were encount

ered in using and opertalonallzlng the data collection ln

stru•ent as a •easure of generational continuity of atti

tudes. 
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The Survey Instruaent 

A questionnaire devised by Hodgin and Dodder <1972> was 

used for data collection in both 1972 and 1985. In addition 

to the de•ographic infor•ation discussed earlier, the ques-

tionnaire contained forty-eight value state•ents. Twelve 

lteas were constructed in each of the following four value 

areas: sexuality, child socialization or childrearing, sense 

of coaaunity, and econoaics. These areas were based on 

Murdock's <1949> four •universal• functions and Bell's and 

Vogel's <1968> fa•ily functions. The value ite•s were 

scored on a four point Likert scale fro• strongly disagree 

to strongly agree. No allowance was aade for the undecided 

category, so respondents were forced to either agree or 

disagree to varying degrees with the state•ents. 

Representative lteas concerning sexuality that were 

used were: •People who engage in sex before •arrlage are 

likely to aake better aarriage partners• and •rt ls per-

fectly alright for a woaan to be aggressive ln sex and 

enjoy it.• Representative lteas for child socialization 

were: •1t ls desirable for parents to select playaates for 

their children• and •peralsslve parents produce spoiled, 

unruly children.• Sense of coaaunlty was represented by 

such iteas as: •1f a person has good friends, he doesn't 

need kinfolks• and •A person is not a whole person until he 

has put down roots soaewhere.· Exaaples of econoaic ite•s 

were: •A person should spend all that he has and a little 
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more too· and •rt is easier to be happy if you are rich.· A 

copy of the value statements is contained in Appendix E. 

After data collection was complete, the surveys were 

coded so that the mother-child dyads in 1972 and the mother

father-chlld triads in 1985 were matched. Coding of the 
. 

individual items was taken directly from the surveys so that 

the coded responses were the same numbers as those circled 

by the individual respondents on the survey. A copy 6f the 

code labels for both years can oe found in Appendix F. 

Coding of the 1972 survey was done by paid keypunchers. 

Coding of the 1985 survey was done by this researcher in 

order to insure continuity in the coding. After coding of 

the items was completed, a number of surveys were pulled at 

random in order to check the accuracy of the coding. Out of 

1572 coded responses checked, seven were in error, yielding 

an error rate for the coding of .0044, or less than one-half 

a percent error. 

After individual items had been coded into the compu-

ter, tabulations were made of total scores in each of the 

four value areas as well as total scores for all of the 

value areas for the mother-child dyads in 1972, and for the 

mother-child, father-child, and mother-father dyads in 1985 

These tabulations were made for both similarity of attitudes 

in the value areas for mother-child, father-child, and 

mother-father responses, as well as in the ability of each 
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generation to gauge the attitude of the other generation for 

the aother-child and father-child dyads. The tabulations 

for the dyads ln the four value areas were based on the ex

tent of variation between the scores in each dyad's answers. 

If the dyads responded the saae on a question, they had a 

variation of 0, if one aeaber of the dyad rated a question 

strongly agree while the other rated the question strongly 

disagree, the dyad was given a variation of 3 as there would 

be three points difference between their answers. The aazi

aua nuaber of points a dyad could score if they were at op

posite ranges on everything in a value area was 36 (i.e. 3 z 

12 iteas>, the ainl•u• a dyad could score was 0. After cod

ing of the tabulations for the totals of the value areas was 

coapleted, a survey was pulled at rando• and the tabulations 

were hand checked. In all of the areas, the hand tabula

tions and the coaputer tabulations were exactly the saae. 

After tabulations for total scores on all of the value 

areas for both siailarlty of dyads and ability to gauge at

titudes on generational dyads were coapleted, tabulations 

were aade that would operationalize the variables of eaploy

aent of aothers and educational level of aothers. In order 

for aothers to be considered eaployed, they had to be ea

ployed full-ti•e during at least one period in their child

ren's lives. Only •others who were never eaployed were con

sidered non-working •others. Educational level was divided 

into two levels for the purpose of this study. The first 

level was coaposed of •others who had a high school 



education or less. The second level was composed of 

mothers who had more than a high school education. 
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Several issues, problems, and limitations were en

countered in utilizing the survey instrument to measure 

generational continuity. These issues concern both the 

validity of the survey as a measure of generational conti

nuity and the reliability of the survey in measuring the 

changes in attitudes. Problems as well as solutions in both 

these areas will be discussed in turn. 

!~~~~~ ~gn£~rnlng ~s!l9l!~· As stated before, validity 

ls concerned with both random and constant error in the in

strument,s ability to measure what it is supposed to 

measure. Concern with validity in this study was over the 

scale construction for the four value areas and the measure

for agreement~disagreement in the four value areas. 

Vaidity of the scales for the four value areas was 

examined for face validity to assess that the concepts were 

different. In order to further assess the validity for the 

value areas. factor analysis was executed as it is reccom

mended by several researchers as a good tool for assessing 

construct val idlty (see Kirl inger, 1964; Cattel, 1978). 

B'efore the factor analysis could be performed however, there 

was another problem that had to be considered. This study 

was not concerned with only one type of measurement. Here, 

the concern is not only with measuring the attitudes of 
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respondents in the four value areas. but also measuring 

their perception of the attitudes of others in the four 

value areas. Teevan (1975> presents the case that attitudes 

and perception of others• attitudes are two different con

cepts and •ust be considered separately. As this ls the 

case, two factor analyses were run for each value area. One 

factor analysis was run on respondent attitudes. and a se

cond factor analysis was run on the respondent•s gauge of 

the other generation•s attitudes. Results of these raw 

factor analyses can be seen in Table IV. As iteas in the 

four value areas were not concerned with aeasuring a con

tinuua of liberalness to conservativeness on the value 

areas. negative scores are not detrimental to the loading of 

the various factors. Ite•s were considered to scale if the 

loading was either greater than .30 or less than -.30 

<Cattell. 1978>. In view of coaparlsons to be aade. iteas 

had to load both for self-view and view of other in order to 

be considered as part of the newly created short scale. 

After the original factoring was coaplete. iteas with 

low loadings were pulled and factor analyses of the four 

value areas for self-view and view of others were rerun. 

The final shortened scales for each of the value areas can 

be found in Table V. As can be noted. there was one item. 

ite• ten on econo•ics that did not load at the .30 level 

across both self-view and view of other. The ltea was close 

to this loading however. and as the scale was already quite 

short. it was decided to leave itea ten in. 



TABLE IV 

FACTOR TABLE FOR ALL ITEMS ON SELF-VIEW AND PREDICTING 
OTHER IN FOUR VALUE AREAS 

Co1111nity 
ite1s 

l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

HI 
11 
12 

Econoeic 
iteas 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

11 
11 
12 

Total N=1321 

Self-view 
-.7Sl 
-.7Gl 
-.42l 
.47* 

-.13 
-.36* 
.27 
.57l 
.79l 
.ssi 
.73l 

-.34* 

Self-viev 
-.II 
.24 
.62l 

-.48l 
.GU 
.111 

-.34l 
-.49l 
.52l 
.421 

-.36S 
-.12 

Predict other 
-.6U 
-.32l 
-.ssi 
.56l 
.54l 

-.21 
.28 
.57l 
.781 
.42* 
.66• 
.49l 

Predict other 
.47* 
. II 
.52S 
.32l 
.SGS 
.65l 
.19 
.23 
.46S 
.38l 
.16 
.52l 

Childrearing 
iteas 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
G 
7 
8 
9 

11 
11 
12 

Sexuality 
iteas 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
II 
11 
12 

Self-view 
.49l 
.13 
.83• 

-.84l 
-.14 
.15 
.63S 

-.27 
-.53S 
-.13 
-.461 
.38l 

.47l 
-.4U 
-.41• 
.35l 
.37* 
.681 

-.11 
-.67l 
-.43* 
.79l 
.14 
.36l 

Sasterisk by a nulber indicates that the factor loaded at .31 or greater. 

Predict other 
.46l 

-.54• 
.62l 

-.31l 
.53* 
.41l 

-.29 
-.GU 
.56l 
.38l 
.47l 

-.49l 

Predict other 
.49S 
.65• 

-.29 
.34S 
.47S 
.46* 
.28 

-.4H 
.21 
.44l 
.29 
.71l 
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TABLE V 

SCALED ITEMS AND THEIR FACTORS ON SELF-VIEW 
AND PREDICTING OTHER IN THE 

FOUR VALUE AREAS 
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------------------------------------------------------------Co••· Self Predict Child Self Predict 
ite•s View other rearing view other 

----------------------------------ll!-~---------------------
1 -.79* -.64* 1 .48* .45* 

2 -.80* -.32* 4 .85* .64* 

3 -.42* -.55* 5 -.87* -.33* 

4 .49* .58* 7 .67* -.33* 

8 .63* .58* 8 .34* -.68* 

9 .83* .80* 9 -.57* .57* 

10 .58* .43* 11 -.51* .48* 

11 .78* .65* 12 .49* -.55* 

12 -.47* .50* 

------------------------------------------------------------Econ. Self Predict Sex. Self Predict 
!!A•!----~lA~----9!DAr ____________ l!A•!------~lA~----9!DAr __ 

3 .71* .63* 1 .48* .67* 

4 .52* .72* 2 -.30* .70* 

5 .70* .40* 4 .46* .44* 

8 .83* .54* 6 .74* .52* 

g .63* .55* 8 .47* -.43* 

10 -.41* .26 10 .75* .38* 

12 .47* .70* 

------------------------------------------------------------
Total N = 1321 

*asterisk by a nu•ber indicates that the ite• loaded at 
.30 or better. 
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The other issue of validity ln this study concerns the 

validity of the •easure•ent of generational disagree•ent. 

The •easure•ent used to score dlsagree•ent ls based on the 

variation between how each generation scored a particular 

ltea. There ls a problea with this •ethod of •easure•ent, 

as the difference between disagree so•ewhat and agree 

soaewhat •ay be greater than the differences between dis

agree strongly and disagree so•ewhat or agree strongly and 

agree so•ewhat. This does cause so•e proble•s in the valid

ity of the aeasure. However, alternative •ethods of •ea

sure•ent also had proble•s. For ezaaple, if the scale had 

been collapsed so that the only differences were between 

agree and disagree, the ability to gauge lte•s right could 

be explained by chance alone and therefore, there would 

still be proble•s with the validity of the findings. Scor

ing the scales so that the different variations between 

lte•s received different scores would also prove to be in

adequate in its validity. Therefore, this •ethod was chosen 

as it was thought to be the best of the possible •easures. 

lAA~!§ ~2D~!rDlD9 itll~gll!l~· Issues of reliability 

were also of concern in conducting this study. Efforts were 

•ade to l•prove the reliability of the study by using the 

sa•e instru•ent to •easure attitudes in both ti•e periods, 

coding and scoring the instruaent the saae over both ti•e 

periods. In addition, the 1985 data was all coded by this 

researcher in order to insure continuity. Checks were •ade 

on both the coding and tabulation of the ite•s so that error 



resulting in unreliability was •iniaized. Proble•s in 

reliability of coding could result froa the fact that 

keypunchers were used to code the 1972 data and data for 

1985 was coded by the researcher, however as the coding in 

both instances was taken directly froa the questionnaire, 

this proble• is ainlaal. 
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Additonal safeguards for reliability were •ade in this 

study. Reliability of the concept areas is dealt with by 

including several siailar stateaents aiaed at aeasuring each 

concept. Lazersfeld <1955> discusses the interchangeability 

of indexes as a aeasure of reliability. As the original 

scale and the shortened factored version of the original 

scale represent slightly different indexes of the value 

areas, it was decided that both the original scale and the 

shortened scale would be used in aeasuring results on gener

ational continuity. In addition, generational continuity in 

the four value areas is measured by both siailarity and 

ability of each generation to gauge the other's attitude. 

Siailar results across both of these diaensions of continui

ty strengthen reliability. 

There are soae other probleas with reliability in this 

study. First, no test-retest aethod was utilized to ezaaine 

the reliability of the aeasure over tiae. It is hoped that 

the use of the two scales of aeasure•ent will offset this 

problem soaewhat. In addition, the word 'he' is used as a 

referent in several of the questions. The issue of aale 
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language referents was not a problea when the 1972 data was 

collected; however, it has become an issue since that tiMe. 

This could possibly represent a proble• ln reliability in 

the study as the reaction to the word 'he, aight Make a 

difference in how people responded to the question in 1972 

and 1985. No co••ent was aade to the researcher about this 

referent during the course of the study, however, so this 

issue aay not be a problem. 

Method Of Data Analyses 

This last section gives a description of the statisti

cal tests used·to analyze the data. Two types of statisti

cal tests were used in this research. First, several anal

yses of variance were used to test each of the hypotheses. 

Second, a factor analysis was run to exaaine overall differ

ences between the various groups studied. 

Analysis of variance ls a statistical test which can 

exaaine the influence not only of several variables indi

vidually, but also the interaction between various inde

pendent variables on the dependent variables. Because of 

this advantage, analysis of variance was used to measure 

the influence of the variables of tiae, gender of child, 

gender of parent, educational level of aother, and aaternal 

eaployaent on generational continuity. A discussion of the 



use of AOV for each of the hypotheses and sub-hypotheses 

follows. 
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First. Hypothesis la which concerns the changes over 

tlae ln the siailarlty of mother-student dyads and in the 

ability of both aothers and students to gauge each other•s 

attitudes. A one-way AOV by year was run on both the origi

nal scales and the shortened scales on this hypothesis. 

Hypothesis lb was concerned with the changes in opinion 

between the aothers in the 1972 and 1985 sample. and the 

changes in opinion of students in the 1972 and 1985 saaple. 

A one-way AOV on all iteas for each generational group was 

run by year In order to exa•ine this hypothesis. 

Hypothesis le is concerned with the influence of gender 

of child. education of aother. and aaternal e•ployaent on 

the differences in siailarity between generations and their 

ability to gauge each other•s attitudes at the two tlae per

iods. Multiple AOVs based on year. gender of child. e•ploy

aent of •other and educational level of aother were run for 

both the original scales and the shortened scales. 

Hypothesis 2a was concerned with the influence of the 

parent•s gender on the generation gap. As data for both 

parents were collected in 1985 only, this data set was the 

only one used in this analysis. Here a one-way AOV was run 

based on gender of the parent for the two scales to coapare 

both slailarlty between generations as well as ability of 

each generation to gauge the other generation's attitudes. 
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Hypothesis 2b was concerned with whether gender of 

parent or generational differences was the aost influential 

In the gap. A one-way AOV by dyads <•other-father, aother

chlld, and father-child> was run on the siailarity between 

the dyads for both scales. Again, co•parlsons could only be 

aade on the 1985 data set as the 1972 set did not collect 

lnforaation fro• fathers. 

In addition to the AOVs, Factor Analysis was also used 

to exaaine this data set. First, Factor Analysis was used 

as a check for validity as described earlier in this 

chapter. A Factor Analysis was also run for the four value 

areas on all lteas based on year of study, self-view and 

view of others, gender of parent, and generational 

aeabership. This was to coapare the conceptions of the four 

value areas for all of the above •entioned iteas in order to 

further test all of the hypotheses. 

Suaaary 

This study is based on the life-span developaental 

aodel. The study exaained both the influence of ti•e on 

generational continuity as well as the influence of gender 

of parent on generational continuity. In addition, other 

variables of gender of student, education level of •other, 

and •aternal e•ployaent were used to study generational ~on

tinuity over tiae. The study, which is a cohort analysis~ 
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used the two-process approach that examines both siailarity 

between generations as well as the ability of each genera

tion to gauge the attitudes of the other generation. Data 

from aothers and their college students in 1972. and 

aothers. their college students. and fathers were used in 

the 1985 study. The survey instruaent contains value state

aents in four areas--sexuality. com•unity. childrearing. and 

econoaics which are aeasured using both the original scale 

and a shortened scale. In order to analyze the data. two 

different statistical aeasures. Analysis Of Variance and 

Factor Analysis were used. The results obtained fro• this 

study will be presented in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER V 

RESULTS OF STUDY 

The previous chapters have presented the theory base. 

literature base. and aethodology used in this study. This 

chapter presents the results of this study beginning first 

with Hypothesis 1 and tt•s three sub-hypotheses. This set 

of hypotheses is concerned with the generational continuity 

over tiae. The chapter will addresses Hypothesis 2 and 

it•s two sub-hypotheses. This set of hypotheses ls con

cerned with the Influence of parental gender .and generation

al continuity. In addition. this chapter presents findings 

concerning patterns in the four value areas which denote 

that value area as a specific source of concern in the study 

of generational continuity. 

Generational Continuity Over Tiae 

The first hypothesis ls: If si•ilar cohorts of college 

students and their •others for the years 1972 and 1985 are 

exaalned. historical tiae will be significant ln accounting 

for changes in generational perceptions. In order to test 

this hypothesis. it was divided into three sub-areas for 

testing. This section will take each of these sub-

85 



hypotheses and exaaine the analyses for each of the sub

hypotheses. 
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Hypothesis la states: There will be a difference in 

how well students and their aothers gauge each other's 

attitudes and how similar they are based on the year of the 

study. Two analyses were perforaed to test this hypothesis. 

The first used the original twelve Item scale for each of 

the four value areas <sexuality, coaaunlty, econoalcs, 

childrearing>. The other analysis used the shortened scales 

resulting fro• the loadings of the factor analysis. 

To coapare the ability of aothers and their children to 

gauge each other's responses in the four value areas, as 

well as their slailarity in the four value areas for the 

original twelve ltea scales, aeans and the F values were 

calculated <see Table VI>. 

The first aean, 16.79, Indicates the amount of differ

ence between the aother's attitudes in the area of coaaunity 

and their children's gauging of their attitude. The mean 

could have ranged froa 0 for a perfect match over all 12 

lteas to 36 for the aaxiaun difference of 3 over all 12 

!teas Cl.e. strongly disagree ls 4, strongly agree is 1, 4-

1=3>. For this study an error rate was calculated by divid

ing the aean by the aaxlaua score possible (I.e., 16.79/36) 

resulting in a range of values where total agreeaent=0.00 

and total dlsagreeaent=l.00. The youth in 1972 had an error 



TABLE VI 

MEANS AND F-SCORES BY YEAR ON GENERATIONAL ANTICIPATION 
OF VALUES AND GENERATIONAL SIHILARITY--LONG SCALES 
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1972 1985 F-Scores 

----------------------!=~§~-~--------B=l~~------------------yo u th gauges 
.!.2.tbgJ: ______ _ 

Co•aunity 

Childrearing 

Econoaics 

Sexuality 

16.79 

14.63 

13.35 

13.92 

10. 16 

8.71 393.79* 

9.76 

10.80 

I.e!~l-----------------~1~~§----------~~~~§ _________ §!~~1~3--
ao the r gauges 
%.Q.Y!b _______ _ 

Coa•unity 

Childrearing 

Econoaics 

Sexuality 

15.30 

13.04 

12.78 

14. 11 

10.61 219.94* 

9.85 119. 42* 

10.47 

10.92 99.12* 

Ig!~l-----------------~~~ll----------~1~11---------11!~~§3 __ 
aother and 
%.9.!!!b ~gJ:gg __ 

Co•aunity 

Chi l drear i ng 

Econo•ics 

Sexuality 

15.32 

13.99 

13.15 

15.67 

10.62 

9. 17 

9.79 

10.98 

Ia~s!-----------------~1~!J----------~!~l~---------J~~~!13--

Means indicate aaount of difference between each 
generation's answers. Lower aeans indicate aore 
accuracy. 

*Asterisk indicates the F-Score was significant at 
greater than .05. 
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rate of .47 in gauging their aether's attitudes. The aean 

16.79 is the highest Mean in the table for the single value 

areas. The lowest aean, 8.71, indicates that young adult 

children in 1985 had an error rate of .24 in gauging their 

aether's attitudes in the area of childrearing. 

The F-scores for the ability of the youths to gauge 

their aother's attitudes, the ability of aothers to gauge 

their children's attitudes, and the siailarity between 

aothers and their children in the four value areas as well 

as the total were all significant at a .05 alpha level. In 

addition, all differences were in the saae direction, with 

the 1985 aother-child dyads having both a better rate of 

gauging each other's attitudes as well as being aore siailar 

to each other than the 1972 aother-child dyads. 

The second analysis compared the ability of aothers and 

their children to gauge each other's responses in the four 

value areas, as well as their siailarity in the four value 

areas for the shortened factored scales. The means and the 

F-values for this analysis can be found in Table VII. As 

As each of the four scales had a different number of items, 

the total possible nuaber for aaxiaua disagreeaent differs 

for each area. The shortened comaunity scale had a total of 

nine iteas giving a aaxiaua disagreement of 27. The child

rearing scale had eight items giving total possible disa

greement a score of 24. The economic scale had six iteas 

giving the total possible amount of disagreement a score of 



TABLE VII 

MEANS AND F-SCORES BY YEAR ON GENERATIONAL ANTICIPATION 
OF VALUES AND GENERATIONAL SIHILARITY--SHORT SCALES 
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1972 1985 F-Scores 

----------------------B=~S~-~--------H=l2~------------------youth gauges 
.!S!b!U:: _______ 

COIHUnity (27) 14.40 7.53 630.35* 

Childrearing <24> 10.73 5.32 543.03* 

Econo•ics (18) 7.84 5 ... 02 170.15* 

Sexuality <21> 8.59 6.73 62.62* 

Ia!s!-12~l------------J1~~1----------~J~J2---------2~a~a~~-
•o the r gauges 
.IS.Y!D--------

Co••unity <27> 11. 80 7.77 240.80* 

Childrearing <24> 9.02 6.27 

Econo•ics (18) 6.52 4.95 

Sexuality <21> 8.49 6.48 

Ia!s!-12~l------------~a~~1----------~a~l~---------~~~~al~-
• other and 
.IS.Y!b s9!:!Ul--

Co••unity <27> 

Childrearin~ <24) 

Econo•ics <18> 

Sexual l ty < 21> 

12.40 

10.12 

7.96 

10.95 

7.83 

5.66 

4.63 

7.83 

277.45* 

156.20* 

Total (92) 41.38 25.01 679.00* ------------------------------------------------------------
Means indicate a•ount of differences between each 
generation•s answers. 
accuracy. Nu•bers in 
value a •ean could be 
i te •s the saae • 

Lower •eans indicate •ore 
parentheses indicate the •azl•u• 
if both generations scored the 

*Asterisk indicates the F-Score was signif lcant at 
greater than .05. 



18. The sexuality scale had seven iteas which gave the 

total possible disagreement a value of 21. 

The largest aean on the table, 14.40, indicates that 

youth in the the 1972 sample had an error rate of .53 in 

gauging their aother's responses on the coaaunity Items. 

The aean which had the lowest error rate, .22, is 5.32 for 

the 1985 youth's ability to gauge their aother's responses 

on the childrearing scale. 
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Again, the F-scores for all four value areas as well as 

the total value areas on both siailarity between generations 

and ability of each generation to gauge the other's atti

tudes were significant at a .05 alpha level. In addition, 

all differences were still In the sa•e direction, with the 

1985 aother-child dyads having both a better rate of gauging 

each other's attitudes as well as being more similar to each 

other than the 1972 aother-child dyads. 

Both the original scale and the shortened factor scale 

gave the sa•e results and showed the saae pattern of varia

tion among the aeans. All value areas were significant, so 

no value area was singled out as aore critical than the 

others. Support was found in both analyses for hypothesis 

la. In addition, differences in generational views and 

ability to gauge the other generation had an error rate of 

at least .22 In both scales. 

Hypothesis lb states: In co•paring the opinions of 
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students in 1972 and 1985, and the opinions of •others in 

1972 and 1985, significant differences should be found in 

their opinions based on the year studied. First, an analy

sis of the students for 1972 and 1985 was done on all items. 

Next, an analysis for aothers in 1972 and 1985 was conducted 

on al 1 i te 11s. 

The F-scores and aeans for all iteas in each value 

area for students in 1972 and 1985 can be found in Table 

VIII. A aean value below 2.5 indicates that the students 

tended to disagree with the value state11ent, while a aean 

value above 2.5 indicates that the students tended to agree 

with the value stateaent. 

In looking at the differences on the comaunity items, 

the opinions of students in 1972 and in 1985 were signif i

cant at an alpha level of .05 for eleven out of the twelve 

iteas. The one itea that was not significant is itea four 

which reads •A person ls not a whole person until he has put 

down roots somewhere.• The opinions of students on eight of 

the iteas, including ltea 1 <F=9.47), ltea 2 <F=9.17>, ite11 

3 <F=26.46>, lte11 7 <F=20.45>, itea 8 CF= 18.63), itea 9 

<F=ll.19>, item 10 <F=4.19>, and itea 11 <F=4.80) indicated 

that the students in 1985 held aore traditional views in 

this area than students in 1972. Exceptions to this trend 

were observed three tiaes with itea 5 <F=3.91), ltea 6 

<F=4.98>, and ltea 12 <F=59.45). Here, students in 1972 

held aore traditional views than the students in 1985. 

Items were seen as traditional or non traditional based on 



face content analysis of items. A copy of the specific 

value items can be found in Appendix E. 
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When examining childrearing items, opinions of students 

in 1972 and 1985 were significantly different at an alpha 

level of .05 for seven of the twelve items. Items that were 

not significant were item 2, ·children learn best under 

strP.ss," ltem 6, •How to live as an adult can best be taught 

in our homes,• item 7, •we should worry about boys who play 

with dolls,• item 8, •permissive parents produce spoiled 

unruly children,• and item 11, •An unhappy child indicates a 

parent that is incapable of love.• In examining the items 

which were significant based on year, the ~eans of student's 

opinions in 1972 and 1985 on four items, item 1 <F=15.47), 

item 3 CF=14.93), item 4 CF=5.00), and item 9 <F=10.73), 

indicated that students in 1985 were the more traditional, 

while the means of student's opinions on three items, item 5 

<F=12.83), item 10 <F=42.88), and item 12 CF=13.01), would 

indicate that the students in 1972 were more traditional in 

their views. 

The economic items were significantly different at an 

alpha level of .05 on student's opinions based on year for 

nine out of the twelve items. The items which were not 

significant by year were item 2, •Money can buy anything or 

anybody,• item 4, •A proud husband would keep his wife from 

seeking outside employment,• and item 11, "A person should 

always spend all that he has and a little more too.· When 

examining the items where the differences between the means 



face content analysis of items. A copy of the specific 

value iteas can be found in Appendix E. 
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When examining childrearing items, opinions of students 

in 1972 and 1985 were significantly different at an alpha 

level of .05 for seven of the twelve iteas. Ite•s that were 

not significant were item 2, ·children learn best under 

stress,• itea 6, •How to live as an adult can best be taught 

in our ho•es,• itea 7, ·we should worry about boys who play 

with dolls,· itea 8, •Per•issive parents produce spoiled 

unruly children,• and itea 11, ·An unhappy child indicates a 

parent that is incapable of love.· In exaaining the lteas 

which were significant based on year, the aeans of student's 

opinions in 1972 and 1985 on four iteas, lte• 1 <F=15.47>, 

ite• 3 <F=14.93>, itea 4 <F=5.00>, and itea 9 <F=10.73>, 

indicated that students in 1985 were the aore traditional, 

while the aeans of student's opinions on three ite•s, itea 5 

<F=12.83>, itea 10 <F=42.88>, and- ite• 12 <F=13.01>, would 

indicate that the students in 1972 were aore traditional in 

their views. 

The economic items were significantly different at an 

alpha level of .05 on student's opinions based on year for 

nine out of the twelve iteas. The iteas which were not 

significant by year were itea 2, ·Money can buy anything or 

anybody,• item 4, •A proud husband would keep his wife from 

seeking outside eaployaent,• and item 11, •A person should 

always spend all that he has and a little aore too.• When 

exaalning the lte•s where the differences between the means 
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TABLE VI II 

MEANS AND F-SCORES FOR STUDENTS ON ALL ITEMS BY YEAR 

Couunity 1972 19B5 F-Scores Childrearing 1972 1985 F-Sc.ores 
itt1s 11=369 11=217 iteas N=369 11=217 

I I.Bl 1.61 9.47* 1 1.79 2.IB 15.47* 
2 I.Bl 1.61 9.17* 2 1.95 I. 95 I.Bl 
3 1.43 1.75 26.46* 3 2.11 1.B3 14.93* 
4 2.17 2.13 3.13 4 3.52 3.39 5.Hl 
5 3.38 3.17 3.91* 5 1.5B 1.38 12.83* 
6 2.44 2.64 4.B9i 6 2.51 2.43 .B9 
7 2.59" 2.25 28.45* 7 2.92 3.11 1.85 
8 2.34 2.73 18.63* 8 3.19 3.13 .74 
9 2.81 3.13 11.19l 9 1.72 1.51 18.73l 

111 2.24 2.11 4.19* II 2.67 2.22 42.88* 
11 2.95 3.13 4.88* 11 1.91 1.93 .18 
12 2.99 2.39 59.45* 12 3.7B 3.49 13.11* 

Econo1ic 1972 1985 F-Scores Sexuality 1972 1985 F-Scores 
itt1s N=369 N=217 itt1s N=369 N=217 

I 1.83 2.12 7.48i 1 3.19 3.53 25.86l 
2 1.44 1.51 .93 2 2.17 2.37 5.92l 
3 2.14 1.61 63.73l 3 I. 71 1.81 1.55 
4 3.B7 3.11 .29 4 2.48 2.11 11.58* 
5 I. 78 2.18 l9.37t 5 2.28 2.31 .17 
6 2.12 1.32 126.97* 6 2.66 2.61 .48 
7 I. 97 2.35 21.24* 7 l.83 l.73 l.16 
B 2.14 2.39 8.B6* B 2.3B 2.12 ll.59* 
9 l.B7 l.71 4.6U 9 l. 73 l.64 l.53 
ll 2.54 2.19 16.79* II 3.39 3.11 28.19* 
11 l.89 1.99 2.11 11 2.11 l.7B l2. l6l 
12 1.72 2.19 21.16* 12 2.34 2.35 .13 

Total H=586 

iasterisk by a nulher indicates that the f-Score is significant at .85 

!leans indicate the a10Unt of agre11ent vith state1ent. Lover 1eans indicate 
10re accuracy. 
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of the two groups of students were sig~if icant, seven iteas, 

itea 1 CF=7.48>, itea 5 <F=19.37>, ite• 6 CF=121.24>, item 7 

CF=21.24>, ite• 8 CF=8.86>, and itea 12 <F=21.16> indicated 

that students in 1985 were more traditional in their views 

than students in 1972, while three iteas, ltea 3 <F=63.73>, 

itea 9 <F=4.61>, and item 10 <F=16.79) indicated that stu

dents in 1972 held the aore traditional or conservative view. 

Student's opinions from 1972 and 1985 differed least 

in the area of sexuality. Here, six out of the twelve iteas 

were significant at an alpha of .05. The itea~ which were 

not signif lcant were ltea 3, •The primary purpose of sex ls 

to have children,• itea 5, •A person's body is his own. If 

he wished, he can expose it, enjoy it, or even give it away. 

It is nobody's business but his own,• item 6, ·whether or 

not a person's aorality is good or bad depends upon the sit

uation the person is in at the ti•e,• itea 7, •Adultery is 

not a law of God but a law of aan,• itea 9, •tf the) want to, 

it ls alright for parents to go around the house naked in 

front of their children,• and lte• 12, •people who engage in 

sex before marriage are likely to aake better marriage 

partners.• In exaalning the lteas which were significant at 

alpha level .05 based on year, the aeans of the student's 

scores indicated that students in 1985 answered aore tradi

tionally on two items, itea 10 CF=20.19> and item 11 

<F=12.16>, while students in 1972 answered aore traditionally 



on four lteas, ltea 1 <F=25.86>, ltea 2 <F=5.92>, ltea 4 

<F=ll.50) and itea 8 <F=10.59). 
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In looking at all four value areas, the student's 

opinions in 1972 and 1985 were significantly different on 33 

(69%) of the 48 iteas. The 1985 saaple scored •ore tradi

tional on 21 items while the 1972 sample scored aore tradi

tional on 13 items. In all areas except sexuality, the 1985 

saaple was the aore traditional. It is interesting to note 

that the 1985 saaple believed theaselves to be •ore liberal 

than the 1972 sample. 

The F-scores and aeans for all iteas in each value 

area for aothers in 1972 and 1985 can be found in Table IX. 

A aean value below 2.5 indicates that the mothers tended to 

disagree with the value stateaent, while a aean value above 

2.5 indicates that the •others tended to agree with the 

value stateaent. 

In looking at the differences on the coamunity iteas, 

the opinions of aothers in 1972 and in 1985 were slgnif l

cantly different. The opinions of aothers on seven of the 

iteas, including itea 1 <F=648.52>, item 2 <F=953.22>, iteia 

4 <F=78.21>, ite• 8 <F=234.22>, itea 9 <F=861.59>, itea 10 

<F=209.78>, and itea 11 <F=623.03) indicated that the 

•others in 1985 held •ore traditional views than •others in 

1972. In the cases of responses of aothers to five lteas, 

ite• 3 <F=143.10>, ite11 5 <F=13.64>, ite• 6 <F=38.22), itea 

7 <F=22.86>, and ltea 12 <F=219.12), the aothers in 1972 

held aore traditional views than the aothers in 1985. 
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TABLE IX 

MEANS AND F-SCORES FOR MOTHERS ON ALL ITEMS BY YEAR 

Co11unity 1972 1985 r-scores Childrearing 1972 1985 F-Scores 
it HS N=369 N=l93 itHS N=369 N=l93 

1 3.28 1.51 648.52* 1 1.69 2.69 184.32* 
2 3.46 l.311 953.22* 2 l.86 1.8~ .17 
3 2.411 1.45 143.111* 3 1.69 1.53 5.42f. 
4 l.39 2.11 78.2U 4 1.37 3.67 1351.45* 
5 3.57 3.32 13.64f. 5 3.35 1.116 1729.37' 
6 l.39 l.81 38.22* 6 2.98 2.95 .14 
7 1.91 2.26 22.86t 7 2.117 3.47 3311.51* 
8 l.36 2.56 234.22* 8 3.59 3.16 411.25* 
9 1.34 3.26 861.59t 9 2.31 1.41 178.18' 

11 l.16 t.98 289.78* 11 2.31 1.92 22.9U 
11 1.37 3.17 623.13* 11 2.41 1.35 191.53f. 
12 3.27 2.13 219.12* 12 2.96 3.63 81.411* 

Econo1ic 1972 1985 r-scores Suuality 1972 1985 F-Scores 
iteas N=369 N=l93 ite1s N=369 N=l93 

l 1.67 1.91 13.88f. l 2.85 3.72 142.93* 
2 1.61 1.119 52.49' 2 3.27 1.98 214.84t 
3 2.67 1.53 213.48* 3 2.35 1.48 99.68* 
4 1.73 2.79 179.85t 4 1.68 2.16 21J.17t 
5 2.99 1.68 253.4U 5 1.63 1.67 .22 
6 3.57 1.411 1119.74t 6 1.85 1. 74 167.23* 
7 1.63 2.117 33.23* 7 2.17 1.49 76.19* 
8 1.63 2.78 171.68* 8 3.47 2.27 237.57* 
9 2.49 1.49 153.47* 9 2.67 1.53 229.41* 

11 1.64 2.55 138.82t 111 1.29 3.49 1217.68* 
11 1.68 1.45 a.12i 11 1.83 1.45 24.42* 
12 1.33 1.75 37.79* 12 1.88 1. 77 .18 

Total N=571 

iasterisk by a nu1ber indicates that the f-score is significant at .115 

"eans indicate the a10unt of agreeaent with stateaent. Lower 1eans indicate 
1ore accuracy. 
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Traditional and liberal were deterained by a face analysis 

of the content of the itea. Again, specific value iteas can 

be found in Appendix E. 

When exaaining childrearing items, opinions of aothers 

in 1972 and 1985 were significantly different at an alpha 

level of .05 for ten of the twelve items. Iteas that were 

not significantly different are ltea 2, •children learn best 

under stress,• and itea 6, •How to live as an adult can best 

be taught in our hoaes.• In exaaining the lteas which were 

signlf icantly different based on year, the aeans of aother's 

opinions in 1972 and 1985 on six lteas, itea 1 <F=184.32>, 

item 3 <F= 5.42>, itea 4 <F=1351.35), itea 7 <F=330.51>, 

itea 9 <F=178.18> and itea 12 <F=80.48), indicated that 

aothers in 1985 are the aore traditional, while the aeans of 

aother's opinions on four iteas, itea 5 <F=1729.37>, itea 8 

<F=40.25>, item 10 <F=22.91>, and item 11 <F=191.53) indi

cated that the aothers in 1972 were more traditional in 

their views. 

The econoaic iteas are significantly different on all 

twelve iteas on aother's opinions based on year. In 

exaaining the differences between the aeans of the two 

groups of aothers on the iteas, six item, item 1 <F=13.80>, 

itea 4 <F=179.85>, itea 7 <F=33.23>, itea 8 <F=170.68>, itea 

10 <F=138.82) and itea 12 <F=37.79>, indicated that •others 

in 1985 were aore traditional in their views than mothers in 

1972, while six iteas, itea 2 <F=52.49>, itea 3 <F=213.48>, 

itea 5 <F=253.41>, itea 6 <F=1019.74>, item 9 <F=153.47>, 



and item 11 <F=8.02>, also indicated that aothers in 1972 

held the •ore traditional or conservative view. 
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Mother's opinions in 1972 and 1985 were significantly 

different at an alpha level of .05 on ten of the twelve 

value state•ents in the area of sexuality. The iteas which 

were not significant were item 5, •A person's body is his 

own. If he wished, he can expose it, enjoy it, or even give 

it away. It is nobody's business but his own,• and item 12, 

•people who engage in sex before aarriage are likely to aake 

better aarriage partners.• In exaaining the items which were 

significantly different at alpha .05 based on year, the 

aeans of the •other's scores indicated that aothers in 1985 

answered aore traditionally on five iteas, item 2 

<F=214.84>, itea 4 <F=20.07, itea 7 <F=76.19), itea 9 

<F=229.41> and ite• 11 <F=~4.42) while mothers in 1972 also 

answered •ore traditionally on five items, itea 1 

<F=142.93>, item 3 <F=99.68>, itea 6 <F=167.23>, ite• 8 

<F=237.57>, and item 10 <F=1217.68>. 

In exaaining all the value items, there were signi

ficant differences in mother's opinion based on year for 

44 (92%) of the 48 value stateaents. In addition, the F

scores for aothers were much higher than then F-scores in 

the analysis of the students, aeaning that the aothers were 

aore different, but there was no pattern between the means 

of the mothers in 1972 and 1985 on the traditionality of 

their views. 
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Both the examination of student's opinions in 1972 and 

1985 and aother's opinions in 1972 and 1985 indicated that 

the year was significant in deter•ining the differences of 

opinion between the groups. Both of these analyses gave 

support to hypothesis lb. 

Hypothesis 1c states: Gender of child, educational 

level of aother, and aaternal eaployaent status on 

generational continuity should be found signif lcant In 

influencing generational siailarity and attitude prediction, 

but not as Influential as the year of study. Two analyses 

were performed to test this hypotheses. One of the analyses 

used the original twelve ite• scale for each of the four 

value areas. The other analyses used the shortened scale. 

The first analysis examined the influence of the 

variables of gender of child, educational level of •other, 

e•ployaent of mother, and year of study on the ability of 

•others and their children to gauge each other's responses 

in the four value areas, as well as on their siailarity in 

the four value areas for the original twelve item scales. 

The F-scores for this analysis can be found in Table X. 

All co•parisons by year were significant. The results 

of these significances have already been presented in the 

discussion of hypothesis la. 

Out of the 210 reaaining coaparison, eight <4%> 

coaparisons were significant at an alpha level of .05. 
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TABLE X 

F-SCORES BY YEAR, EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT OF MOTHER, 
AND SEX OF CHILD ON GENERATIONAL ANTICIPATION 

OF VALUES AND GENERATIONAL SIMILARITY 
LONG SCALE 

------------------------------------------------------------
Mother Anticipates Youth 

!n9~-Y2r~-------&g~•~------§g1~ _____ gggn~---Egsrlng ___ Ig!s!-
Year 
Education 
Work of 110111 

Sex 
Year x Ed 
Year x Sex 
Year x Work 
Ed x Sex 
Ed x Work 
Sex x Work 
Y x Ed x Sex 
Y x Ed x Work 
Y x Sex x Work 
Ed x Sex x W 
Four Variables 

221. 05* 
.49 

3.42 
.01 
.04 

3.60 
.68 
• 48 
.96 
.01 

1. 10 
.98 

1.11 
3.01 

• 18 

97.59* 
.00 

4.25* 
.50 
.06 
.00 
.26 

2.12 
.44 
.49 
• 15 
.30 
• 49 

1.38 
.02 

51. 50* 
.20 
.51 
• 41 
.27 
.66 
.23 
.96 
.00 
.73 
.56 

3.22 
.04 
.33 
• l 1 

119.59* 
.01 

1.46 
9.43* 

.03 
3.14 
1.55 

.01 

.02 
2.55 

.64 
2.52 

.03 
2.37 
1.60 

Youth Anticipates Mother 

265. 12* 
.29 

2.81 
• 16 
.25 

2.83 
1. 14 
.00 
• 19 
.74 
• 17 
.68 
.08 
.05 

1. 19 

!n9~-Y2r~-------&ga•~------~g1~ _____ gggn~---Egsrlng ___ Ig!s!-
Year 448.92* 90.07* 140.51* 389.01* 596.52* 
Education .15 1. 91 • 39 • 1 1 1. 51 
Work of iaosa .36 • 11 .03 .07 .27 
Sex .17 .02 1. 93 .00 .00 
Year x Ed .05 .45 1.55 .25 .01 
Year x Sex .16 • 38 • 11 .83 .28 
Year x Work .03 .10 1.54 3.06 .32 
Ed x Sex .90 • 12 .50 .18 .14 
Ed x Work .00 3.94* 1. 17 .00 .04 
Sex x Work .08 • 05 • 01 1.37 .39 
y x Ed x Sex .04 • 11 1. 31 .74 • 1 1 
y x Ed x Work .79 .00 .20 .04 .78 
y x Sex x Work • 15 .33 . 17 . 4 1 . 36 
Ed x Sex x w . 19 .00 1. 18 .65 .02 
Four Variables .08 .82 5.64 .03 3.98* 

------------------------------------------------------------
*Asterisk Indicates the F-Score was significant at 
greater than .05. 
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TABLE X (Continued> 

------------------------------------------------------------
Youth and Mother Agree 

ln9~-~s~~-------~2~~~------§~~~-----gg2n~---B~s~lng ___ I2£s!-
Year 230.80* 199.25* 106. 38* 275.35* 427.64* 
Education 2.37 .07 • 41 .51 .22 
Work of •o• .59 1.32 .20 .04 .18 
Sex 2.28 2.06 9.00* .00 6.71* 
Year x Ed 2. 17 1.93 .91 3.65 .23 
Year x Sex 4.56* 2.68 .14 .78 1.23 
Year x Work .35 • 15 .10 .02 .03 
Ed x Sex .95 2.19 .50 .03 .11 
Ed x Work .79 .47 .83 .03 • 08 
Sex x Work .00 .15 .58 .54 .03 
Y x Ed x Sex .41 .07 • 2 1 • 01 .05 
Y x Ed x Work .01 .08 .08 • 1 1 • 17 
Y x Sex x Work .05 .09 2.45 .78 .11 
Ed x Sex x w 2.56 .06 4.66* .09 .17 
Four Variables .04 .34 .86 • 16 1.92 

------------------------------------------------------------
*Asterisk Indicates the F-Score was signlf icant at 
greater than .05. 
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These could have been by chance alone. On aother's 

anticipation of youth, employment of aother was significant 

for sexuality items <F=4.25>. Non-employed •others knew 

their children better than employed mothers. Gender of 

child was also significant on childrearing <F=9.43). 

Mothers knew their sons better than their daughters. On 

youth's anticipation of mother, the interaction of education 

and work was signi-cant on sexuality iteas <F=3.94>. 

Mothers who had a high school education or less and were 

working are gauged better by their children than other 

mothers. A significant differ-ence was also found on the 

total score for all four areas when all four variables 

interacted together. Si•ilarity between .•other and youth 

showed significant differences by sex on the economic items 

<F=9.00) and the total for all iteas in the four value areas 

<F=6.71>. Here daughters knew their mothers best in both 

areas. The interaction of year and sex was significant on 

coaaunity items <F=4.56> with 1985 daughters being more 

siailar to their •others than the other groups. The 

interaction of education, employment and gender was also 

significant <F=4.66> on the econoaic iteas. 

Hean scores for the significant single variables can be 

found in Table XV in Appendix G and mean scores for the 

significant interactions can be found in Table XVI in 

Appendix G. As there were so few significances (8 out of a 

possible 210 or 3.8%>, the differences could be a result of 

chance. The totals are not independent measures, however, 
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and if they are excluded, the 4.8% of the coaparisons are 

significant. Gender of the child was significant alone or 

in interaction with the other variables in six of the eight 

coaparisons, therefore, gender appears to be iaportant, 

after year, in explaining generational differences. 

The second analysis examined the influence of the 

variables of gender of child, educational level of mother, 

maternal eaployaent and year of study on the ability of 

aothers and their children to gauge each other's responses 

In the four value areas, as well as on their siailarity in 

the four value areas for the factored ite• scales. The F

scores for this analysis can be found in Table XI. 

Again, in the analysis of the shortened scales, all 

coaparisons for year alone were significant. As these 

results were discussed previously under hypothesis la, they 

will not be repeated here. 

Out of the 210 remaining coaparisons, six <or 3%) of 

the other variables were significant at .05 or with the 

total values excluded, 4.1% of the other variables were 

significant. In both cases, the significant coaparisons are 

less than expected by chance alone. When examining aother's 

anticipation of youth, aaternal eaployaent was significant 

on the total score <F=3.88) with unemployed aothers gauging 

their children better than eaployed aothers. Gender of 

child on the childrearing iteas <F=17.19) was also 

significant with aothers gauging their sons better than 

their daughters. Last, the interaction of year and sex were 
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TABLE XI 

F-SCORES BY YEAR. EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT OF MOTHER. 
AND SEX OF CHILD ON GENERATIONAL ANTICIPATION 

OF VALUES AND GENERATIONAL SIMILARITY 
SHORT SCALE 

------------------------------------------------------------
Mother Anticipates Youth 

!n9~-~s~~-------&2m•~------B~~~-----EQ2D~---B~s~lD9---I2!sl-

Year 242.11* 59.62* 55.27* 144.79* 329.55* 
Education .03 .04 .50 .42 .51 
Work of •o• 2.79 3.08 1. 17 1.04 3.88* 
Sex • 37 2.27 3.48 17.19* .73 
Year x Ed .00 3. 18 .36 .00 1.24 
Year x Sex 5.89* 1. 77 .28 1. 37 .91 
Year x Work .45 1. 11 1. 10 .41 1.49 
Ed z Sex .09 .00 .76 .03 .24 
Ed x Work .05 2.45 .10 • 13 .01 
Sex x Work • 12 .54 .04 2.10 .70 
y x Ed x Sex .33 1.97 2.99 .31 .75 
Y x Ed x Work .12 .30 1. 21 1.40 .69 
Y x Se:r x Work .81 .00 .47 .00 .19 
Ed x Sex x w 2.09 .00 • 27 .28 1. 13 
Four Variables .02 .91 .01 .86 .63 

------------------------------------------------------------
Youth Anticipates Mother 

!n9~-~sr~-------&2m•~------B~~~-----EQ2n~---B~srln9---I2!s!-

Year 623.06* 61. 85* 168.66* 536.56* 910.33* 
Education .02 .78 .78 1. 31 1.59 
Work of aoa .06 1. 36 • 16 .44 .00 
Sex .01 .05 .00 .02 .58 
Year x Ed .00 .01 • 49 .32 .03 
Year x Sex .05 .13 2.53 .02 .02 
Year x Work .13 .79 1.30 .81 .62 
Ed x Sex .04 .53 .15 .47 1. 17 
Ed x Work .02 7. 18* 1. 14 .42 .24 
Sex x Work .29 .03 1.15 1. 90 .62 
y x Ed x Sex 1.46 .06 .13 1. 24 .05 
y x Ed x Work 1. 31 .01 1. 29 .71 .52 
y x Sex x Work .31 • 39 .57 .00 .00 
Ed x Sex x w 2.29 .03 .85 1.30 • 36 
Four Variables .04 • 32 1. 75 .00 1. 72 

------------------------------------------------------------
*Asterisk indicates the F-Score was significant at 
greater than .05. 
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TABLE XI <Continued> 

Youth and Mother Agree 
!n9~-!2~~-------~2m•~------§!~~-----g£2n~---B!s~lng ___ I2!2l_ 
Year 
Education 
Work of •o• 
Sex 
Year x Ed 
Year x Sex 
Year x Work 
Ed x Sex 
Ed x Work 
Sex x Work 
Y :r Ed x Sex 
Y x Ed x Work 
Y x Sex x Work 
Ed x Sex x W 
Four Variables 

277.70* 
.55 
.31 
.69 

1.97 
8.26* 

.26 

.14 
• 11 
.17 

1.67 
.09 
.35 

3.32 
.09 

156.18* 
.04 

3.10 
6.29* 
3.10 
2.68 
1.48 
2.32 
3.49 

.06 

.47 

.00 

.27 
.01 
. 16 

246.16* 
.62 
.47 
.91 
.47 
.61 
.20 
• 37 
.13 

3.32 
.36 
.02 

1.98 
2.90 

.42 

385.39* 
.09 

1. 21 
.28 

3.07 
.60 
.29 
.01 
.01 
.93 
.92 
.02 

1. 70 
• 45 
.20 

*Asterisk indicates the F-Score was significant at 
greater than .05. 

657.73* 
.01 
.05 

1.40 
.08 
.00 
.46 
.50 
.08 
.00 
.37 
.08 
.00 
.29 
.74 
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significant, with aothers gauging their 1985 daughters 

better than aothers gauging of children in the other groups. 

When looking at variables other than year that were 

significant on youth's ability to gauge mother, only one 

coaparison gave significance. The interaction of education 

and work was significant CF=7.18) on sexuality items with 

eaployed aothers who had a high school education or less 

being gauged less well by their children than other aothers. 

Siailarity of youth and mothers had two comparisons 

other than year alone where F-values were significant. 

Gender of child was significant on the sexuality iteas 

<F=6.29) with daughters being aore siailar to their mothers 

than sons. The interaction of year and gender of child was 

also significant on comaunity iteas CF=S.26) with sons in 

1985 being aore similar to their aothers than other groups. 

As there were so few significances (6 out of 210 or 3%) and 

there was no pattern of significances on these variables, 

the significances could result fro• chance. Four of the 

six significances did have gender of child for at least one 

of the significant variables, however, so children's gender 

could possibly be an influential factor in generational 

continuity. Means for the single variables can be found 

in Table XV, while aeans for interactions can be found in 

Table XVI. Both of these tables are in Appendix G. 

The analyses of both the original scale and the 

shortened scale gave very similar results. The few 

differences that did occur between the two analyses could 
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have occurred by chance. In both analyses, there was little 

support found for hypothesis le that other variables were 

influential in generational continuity. The year of study 

is the variable that accounted for most of the changes in 

generational similarity and ability of each generation to 

gauge responses of the other generation. 

Gender of Parent and the· Generation Gap 

The second hypothesis reads: The gender of the parent 

ls an laportant influence in generational siailarity and 

ablllty of each generation to gauge the attitudes of the 

other generation. The second hypothesis was divided into 

two sub-hypotheses. This section will exaalne the results 

of the analyses for the two sub-hypothesis. The analysis 

was over the 1985 sample only. 

Hypothesis 2a states: There should be significant 

differences between siailarity and ability to gauge 

attitudes between mothers and their children and fathers and 

their children, with aothers and children being aore siailar 

and better able to predict each other's attitudes than 

fathers and their children. Two analyses were again con

ducted one with the original scales and the other with 

short scales. 

The first analysis examined the ability of each gender 

of parent to gauge the attitude of their children, be gauged 
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TABLE XII 

MEANS AND F-SCORES BY SEX OF PARENT ON GENERATIONAL 
ANTICIPATION OF VALUES AND GENERATIONAL 

SIMILARITY--LONG SCALES 

Mothers Fathers F-Scores 

----------------------H:!2~----------~=!Z~------------------youth gauges 
99!:!!Dl--------

Co••unity 10.16 10.73 2.36 

Childrearing 8.71 9.64 6.78* 

Economics 11. 08 13.03 26.54* 

Sexual l ty 10.80 11. 16 .80 

I2!sl-----------------~!~~l----------~~~~1 __________ 1!~1!~--
pare n t gauges .!2!!!!\ ________ _ 

Co••unlty 10.61 11. 27 2.94 

Chi ldrear l ng 9.85 10.21 1.00 

Econoaics 10.86 10.95 .06 

Sezual lty 10.92 11. 05 • 13 

I2!sl-----------------~1~§~----------~~~~1-----------~~§1--
pare n t 8c youth 
gg!:!t!t---------

Coaaunity 

Childrearing 

Econoaics 

Sexuality 

10.62 

9. 17 

9.79 

10.98 

10.70 

9.53 

10.65 

11.28 

.05 

1. 14 

5.62* 

.56 

I2!s1-----------------~!~1~----------~l~§~-----------1~!~---

Means indicate the aaount of difference between each 
generation•s answers. As the aeans decrease. the guess 
becoaes aore accurate. 

*Asterisk indicates the F-Score was significant at 
greater than .05. 



in attitude by their children, and their siailarity of 

attitudes with their children on the original four value 

scales. Results of this analysis ls found in Table XII. 
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The highest single mean in the table was 13.03 for youth's 

ability to gauge father on econoaic items. In this case, 

the error rate for youth was .36 on gauging their father,s 

responses. The lowest aean, 8.71 was for youth's ability to 

gauge •other on childrearing lteas. The error rate for 

youth in gauging their mothers was .24. 

When exa•ining the F-scores for the ability of each 

generation to gauge the attitudes of the other generation, 

and the si•ilarity between the generations, significant 

differences were found in four of the fifteen C26.7%) 

coaparisons when the total areas are taken into account and 

and three of the twelve <25%) coaparisons when total areas 

are excluded. When examining the ability of youth to gauge 

their parents attitudes, childrearing CF=6.78), econo•ics 

CF=26.54>, and total items CF=10.70> showed significant 

differences. In all three cases, youth knew their aothers 

better than they knew their fathers. The other significant 

difference was found when examining the slallarity between 

parent and youth on economics CF=5.62>. Here, mothers were 

aore siailar to their children than fathers to their 

children. Although these were the only differences that 

were significant in the analysis, the aeans of mothers were 

lower than those of the fathers in all fifteen comparisons. 

This pattern indicated that aothers were better able, 
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so•etiaes significantly so, to gauge the attitudes of their 

young adult children, were gauged better by their young 

adult children, and were aore siailar to their young adult 

children than fathers. 

The second analysis looked at generational siallarlty 

and ability to gauge attitudes of the other generation in 

the four value areas based on gender of parent for the 

shortened factor scales. Results of this analysis can be 

found ln Table XIII. 

The short scales have differing nuaber of items In 

thea. The mean that represented the highest single ltea 

error rate ls ls 7.98 for fathers and youth similarity on 

sexuality. Here fathers and their children were dlsslallar 

at a .37 error rate. The aean that represented the lowest 

differences between generations ls 5.32 for youth's ability 

to gauge their aother's attitude on childrearing. The error 

rate for youth gauging mothers was .22. 

Five of the fifteen C33.3%> coaparisons were signif i

cant in this analysis when the ~otal areas were considered. 

Three of the twelve comparisons C25%) were significan when 

total areas were excluded. Children were able to gauge 

their aothers better than their fathers on childrearing 

CF=5.46>, econoalcs CF=39.04>, and total areas CF=12.09>. 

Mothers were more able than fathers to gauge their children 

on the overall total CF=4.35> and were also aore similar to 

their children on economics CF=ll.99>. In addition to these 

significant differences, the pattern of the means indicated 
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MEANS AND F-SCORES BY SEX OF PARENT ON GENERA·TIONAL 
ANTICIPATION OF VALUES AND GENERATIONAL 

SIMILARITY--SHORT SCALES 
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------------------------------------------------------------Ho the rs Fathers F-Scores 
----------------------H=!~~----------H=1za _________________ _ 
youth gauges 
g§~!tDJ: ________ 

Co•aunlty (27> 7.53 8.06 3.04 

Childrearing <24> 5.32 5.95 5.46* 

Econoaics (18) 5.02 6.63 39.04* 

Sexuality (21) 7.47 7.65 .34 

I2!sl-1~~l------------l~~!~----------~!~j!----------l~~!~3-
pare n t gauges .!9.YJ:b ________ _ 

Coaaunity <27> 

Childrearing <24> 

Econoalcs <18> 

Sexuality <21> 

7.77 

6.27 

4.95 

7.31 

8.33 

6.55 

5.13 

7.43 

3.24 

.97 

.62 

• 18 

Total <92> 25.98 27.46 4.35* ------------------------------------------------------------parent & youth 
~91:!!!!---------

Coaaunlty <27> 

Childrearing <24> 

Econo11ics <18) 

Sexual I ty ( 21> 

7.83 

5.66 

4.63 

7.83 

7.83 

5.74 

5.43 

7.98 

0.00 

• 10 

.26 

I2!sl-1~~l-------------~§~!l---------~1~~~-----------~~~~---

Means indicate the aaount of difference between each 
generatlon•s answers. Lower aeans indicate aore 
accuracy. Nuaber representing greatest possible aean for 
area is ln parenthesis. 

*Asterisk indicates the F-Score was slgnif icant at 
greater than .05. 
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that aothers are able to gauge their children better, are 

gauged better by their children, and were aore siailar to 

their children than fathers. Only one coaparison, parent 

and youth siailarlty on coaaunity items, showed both parents 

as being equal in their relationship with their children. 

In every other case, aothers and children were closer in 

views and ability to gauge each other than were fathers and 

children. 

The analyses of both the original scales and the short 

scales gave very siailar results. The fluctuation that did 

occur between the two analyses could have occurred by 

chance. In both analyses, there was some support found for 

hypothesis 2a, that is both gender and generation are family 

gaps, based on the pattern of the aeans and based on the 

fact that roughly 30% of the differences were significant. 

No one area can be specified out as being of a central 

concern, however, as no pattern of which value areas are 

slgnif icant was detected. Both parents showed an error rate 

of .22 in gauging attitudes of their children. 

Hypothesis 2b states: there should be both 

generational differences and gender differences when 

mothers, fathers, and children are exaMined to see how 

similar they are in values to each other. Analyses for 

this hypothesis were conducted on both the original scale 

and the shortened scale for mother-child, father-child, and 
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------------------------------------------------------------Mother/ 
Child 

Father/ 
Child 

Mother/ 
Father 

F-Scores 

N=193 N=l73 N=146 ------------------------------------------------------------
Jd.eng .§£sl.! ___ 

Coa11unity 10.62 10.71 9.40 7.05* 

Childrearing 9. 17 9.53 8. 10 8.56* 

Econo•ics 9.79 10.65 8.59 14.69* 

Sexuality 10.98 11. 28 9.00 17.48* 

Total 40.13 41.64 34.81 20.76* 

------------------------------------------------------------
§b.er.! Ji!ssl.!--
Coaaunity 7.83 8.01 6.91 6.70* 

Ch l ldrear ing 5.66 5.72 4.86 6.90* 

Econoaics 4.63 5.43 4.73 6.61* 

Sexuality 7.83 7.98 6.28 19.02* 

Total 26.01 25.83 27.39 2.58 

------------------------------------------------------------
Means indicate the aaount of difference in the dyads~ 
answers. As the aeans decrease~ the perception becoaes 
aore accurate. 

*Asterisk indicates the F-Score was signif lcant at 
greater than .05. 
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•other-father similarity. The results of this analysis can 

be found in Table XIV. 

In coaparlng the original scale !teas, 11.28 was the 

largest mean difference for a single variable. The error 

rate for this mean was .31 for the comparison between father 

and child in siailarity on sexuality. The saallest differ

ence was represented by the aean 8.10. The error rate for 

this mean was .23 for mother-father similarity on child

rearing. All five of the comparisons on the original scales 

were significant, Mothers and fathers were aost siailar in 

their views, followed by mothers and children, with fathers 

and children being the least siailar. 

In looking at the shortened scales, the mean which 

indicated the greatest dissimilarity was 7.98 for similarity 

between fathers and their children on sexullty lteas. The 

error rate for fathers and their children in siailarity ls 

.38. The aean which indicated the greatest siallarity was 

4.86 for mothers and fathers on their views of childrearing. 

This mean had an error rate of .20. Four out of the five 

C80%) comparisons on the shortened scales were significant. 

There were significant differences on coaaunity CF=6.70>, 

childrearing CF=6.90> and sexuality <F=19.02>, with mothers 

and fathers being the most siailar in views and fathers and 

children being the least similar in views. The other 

significant difference was on the econoalc scale CF=6.61>. 

Here, aothers and children were aost similar with fathers 

and children being the least similar. 
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Both scales gave similar results and similar patterns 

although there were some variations. The F values indicate 

that there were differences between mother-father, •other

child, and father-child si•ilarity. Fathers and their 

children were the least similar of the dyads, while aothers 

and fathers were the •ost similar with the exception of the 

co•parison on econoaics on the shortened scale. This 

analysis gave support to hypothesis 2b and indicated that 

there are both generational differences with •others and 

fathers being aore similar than parents and children, and 

gender differences with •others and children being •ore 

siallar than fathers and children. 

In addition to the AOV's that were coaputed to test 

the hypotheses, a factor analysis for all items on all 

scales seperated by year, generation and gender of parent 

was computed for self view and view of others to see if 

there was evidence of changes based on generation, gender of 

parent, and year. Table XVII which is for this analysis can 

be found in Appendix G. The items which factored to make up 

the scales for each group in this comparison were different 

in every case. Only item 11 on coamunity, items 2, 5, and 

12 on sexuality, item 7 on childrearing, and items 10, 11, 

and 12 on econoaics had factor loadings above .30 across all 

categories examined. Because of the great variation between 

years, generation, and gender on what lteas constituted a 

scale, further support that differences occur based on 

generation, gender and year of study was found. 



Summary Of Results 

The two main hypotheses, that tiMe is a factor that 

influences generational continuity, and that gender of 

parent influences generational continuity found support 
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in these analyses. Strong support was found for three of 

the sub-hypotheses. These were for la Cthere would be a 

difference between mothers and children in similarity and 

ability to gauge each other's attitudes based on year of 

study>. lb Cthe opinions of students in 1972 and 1985, and 

the opinions of mothers in 1972 and 1985 would be differ

ent>. and 2b (there are both generational and gender differ

ences when mothers, fathers, and children are exaalned for 

siailarity>. Partial support was found for the other two of 

the sub-hypotheses. There was soae support based on the 

patterns of the aeans to Indicate a gender difference be

tween mothers and fathers in their slailarlty to their 

children and in their ability to gauge and be gauged by 

their children. The smallest support was for the influence 

of the three variables. gender of child, educational level 

of mother and aaternal employ•ent, on differences in siai

larity and ability to gauge attitudes between the genera

tions. Soae support was found that gender of child might be 

an influence; however, support was not found that would 

indicate maternal eaployaent or maternal education level to 

be an influence. In addition, there was no value area that 

seemed to be more critical than the others in generational 

continuity. In utilizing two measures of generational 
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continuity <the original scale and a shortened scale>, both 

scales gave very similar results suggesting reliability to 

the results. 



CHAPTER VI 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Introduction 

The continuity of generations had long been an area 

that has sparked concern as well as controversy. One 

theoretical •odel that has been particularly useful In 

exa•lning generational continuity ls the life-span develop

•ental aodel. This •odel integrates previous theory and 

proposes that three types of tiae aust be taken Into con

slderat ion when exa•ining the differences between genera

tions. These types of tlae are develop•ental tl•e which ls 

concerned itself with differences that result fro• the de

velopaental stages of the Individuals involved# historical 

tiae and location which ls concerned with the particular 

tl•e period in which the individual lives as well as differ

ing deaographic variables which influence the individual# 

and the timing and sequencing of individual life course 

events which ls concerned with the faaily develop•ental 

stage that people are in as well as the ti•ing of aajor life 

events. 

The purpose of this study was to exa•lne generational 

continuity fro• the fraaework of the life-span develop•ental 

aodel. In order to consider the Influence of the three 
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types of tlae,, college-age students and their parents at the 

same location in two different historical time periods were 

exaained. College students were chosen as they represent 

the saae-developaental period <Erikson"s intiaacy vs. isola-

tion>,, the saae family developaental period CMaccoby"s 

faaily as launching pad stage>,, and the saae aajor life 

event,, that of attending college. With individual develop-

•ental stage,, timing of faaily stage and a aajor life event 

controlled for,, the study exaained the influence of histori

cal period as well as demographic variables on the degree of 

generational continuity. 

Previous literature concerning the degree of genera-

tional continuity in attitudes as well as the factors that 

influence generational continuity had aabiguous results. 

The aabiguity steas in part froa soae of the probleas this 

study addressed,, which focused on the aeasureaent of genera-
' 

tional continuity. First,, there were probleas of what to 

study. Content areas of attitudes differed from study to 

study,, and studies differed on whether they exaalnled 

siailarity between generations,, or ability to gauge the 

attitudes of the other generation,, or both. Next,, when 

looking at ability to gauge attitudes,, there was a question 

of whose attitudes to study,, parents or their young adult 

children. A related Issue dealt with the gender of those 

studied. Soae studies focused on only one gender in their 

exaaination of generational continuity. In addition,, aost 

of the previous research examined only one period of time 
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and did not explore the changes in generational continuity 

over tiae. This study hoped to overco•e these li•itations 

by exa•ining four different value areas using two foras of 

each scale, and by using Cashmore's and Goodnow's <1985) 

two-process approach which exa•ines both generational 

si•ilarity as well as ability of each generation to gauge 

the attitude of the other. In addition, gender of parent 

and child was considered in the study as well as period of 

ti•e. 

The study utilized cohort analysis in order to exaaine 

the hypotheses. Surveys were distributed to college stud

ents and their •others in 1972 and college students and both 

parents in 1985. Students and parents responded to forty

eight value ite•s, first giving their own response, and then 

the response they believed the other generation would give. 

Students in 1985 gauged responses for both their aothers and 

fathers. Results were analyzed on two si•ilar aeasures for 

added reliability. Analysis of Variance was used to analyze 

the data. 

The hypothesis and results are as follows: 

1. If similar cohorts of college students and their •others 

for the years 1972 and 1985 are exa•ined, historical time 

will be significant in accounting for changes in generation

al perceptions. This hypothesis was accepted. 

a. There will be a difference in how well students and 

their aothers gauge each other•s attitudes and how similar 

they are based on the year of study. This hypothesis was 
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accepted. Year of study was significant on every coapari

son. Mothers and children in 1985 were more siailar and 

gauged each other better than aothers and and children In 

1972. 

b. In comparing the opinions of students in 1972 and 

1985, and the opinions of aothers in 1972 and 1985, signl-

f icant differences will be found based on the year of study. 

This hypothesis was accepted. Students in 1972 and 1985 and 

mothers in 1972 and 1985 were ·different in their opinions 

with students in 1985 being aore traditional than students 

in 1972. A consistent direction of differences between the 

two groups of aothers was not found. 

c. When ezaaining the influence of the variables of 

gender of child, educational level of aother, and aaternal 

eaployaent, these variables will be found significant in 

Influencing generational siailarlty and attitude prediction, 

however, will not be as influential as the year of study in 

influencing generational siallarlty and attitude prediction. 

This hypothesis was rejected. There was only weak support 

for the influence of gender. Support was not found for the 

influence of the other variables. 

2. The gender of the parent ls an laportant influence 

in generational similarity and ability to gauge attitudes 

between aothers and their children and fathers and their 

children. This hypothesis was accepted. 

a. There will be significant differences between the 

siailarity and ability to gauge attitudes between mothers 
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and their children and fathers and their children. This 

hypothesis is accepted, the pattern of means as well as the 

significances that were observed support the Idea that aot

hers have aore generational continuity with their children 

than fathers. 

b. There will be both generational differences and 

gender differences when aothers, fathers, and children are 

examined to see how siailar they are in values to each 

other. This hypothesis was accepted. Significant differ

ences and patterns of means support the ideas that aothers 

and fathers are aore siailar than parents and children and 

that •others and children are aore siailar than fathers and 

children. 

This chapter focuses on the results of this study and 

their iaplications. The study begins with a discussion of 

generational continuity and changes resulting fro• period of 

time and the iaplications for this on the theoretical base, 

and previous research, as well as other iaplications of the 

findings. A discussion of the influence of parental gender 

will follow. Results of parental gender will also focus on 

iaplications to theory base and previous literature, as well 

as other implications of the findings. After discussion of 

the results is completed, aethodological iaplications, 

limitations of study, and iaplications and recoaaendations 

for future research will be exaained. 
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Generational Changes In Historical Time 

In examining generational continuity and changes re

sulting from historical time, three issues are of concern. 

First, there is the issue of how differences between gener

ational dyads of parents and children are influenced by the 

period of time. Next, there is the issue of changes by 

period of time for successive cohorts sharing the same indi

vidual developmental stages and family developmental stages, 

as well as the same major life events. Last, there is the 

issue of demographic variables and their influence on gener

ational continuity over time. Implications of each of these 

three areas will be examined in turn. 

The historical time in which people live has a strong· 

impact on the strength or weakness of generational continui

ty. In examining the mother-child dyads for 1972 and 1985, 

the year of study was quite significant in determining their 

similarity and ability to gauge each other's attitudes. In 

1985, mothers and children were much more similar and able 

to gauge each other's answers than mothers and children in 

1972. There are several possible explanations for this 

phenomena. 

One simple explanation for these changes is since 

historical times are different in their cultural Context,· 

they produce varying degrees of generational continuity (see 

Mannheim, 1972; Bengtson, Furlong, and Laufer, 1974; Buss, 
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1977; Nash, 1979; Hareven, 1981>. This would explain why 

the results are different for the two periods of ti•e, but 

offers no explanation as to why children in 1985 should be 

aore si•ilar to their mothers than children in 1972. 

Other theories give explanations that may shed a little 

aore light on the proble•. One such theory is that of 

Margaret Mead (1970). Mead proposes that the culture ls 

moving through different developmental periods. At the tiae 

she was writing, Mead believed the U. S. culture was ln a 

co-figurative period. In this period, young adults leave the 

past behind and set their own culture, establishing and 

learning values, norms, and patterns of activity priaarily 

through association with age peers. This period is a tiae 

where generational conflict occurs, and where siailarity and 

ability to gauge attitudes between generations would be 

lessened. Mead believed the culture would soon be moving 

fro• the co-figurative period to a pref iguratlve period. 

Here adults learn from their children as well as children 

learning froa adults. If we have indeed becoae established 

.in the pre-figurative period that aay explain why the 1985 

dyads were more siailar and better able to gauge each other's 

attitudes than the 1972 dyads. 

Hagestad <1981> offers another explanation which could 

account for the changes in generational continuity fro• the 

1972 and 1985 saaples. According to Hagestad, we have 

entered tiaes of increasing homogeneity between generations. 
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The homogeneity ls due in part to four eleaents: Cl>. the 

increased life-span of individuals due to better aedlcal 

care which brings about the eaergence of long-tera genera

tional bonds between adults. <2>. the saaller family size 

where children are spaced closer together. giving faailles 

the opportunity to know each other better. <3>. living in a 

tiae of aass media culture which has the ability to influ

ence vast nuabers of individuals irregardless of age or sex 

which causes aore ho•ogenelty ln the culture, and <4>. the 

turbulent tiaes since the 1950's leading to increased flexi

bility of both older and younger age groups so that there 

are less differences between the ages. Hagestad's hypothe

sis seeas the aore plausible ln accounting for the changes 

ln generational siailarity. It aay not be that generations 

were aore siailar and able to gauge each other better in 

1985 than in 1972 because of increased efforts to bridge 

generations gaps. but that the 1985 saaple was aore siailar 

and gauged each other better because there was less diver

sity and aore homogeneity aaong both parents and children at 

that period of tiae. As more hoaegeneity ls experienced ln 

each group as a whole. one would expect the 1985 saaple to 

be show aore generational continuity simply because people 

were less diverse in their views than in 1972. 

Several authors have noted that social change occurs 

when the younger generation aakes breaks fro• the ways of 

the older generation <Mannhein. 1972; Mead. 1970; Bengtson 

and Troll. 1978). If Hagestad's theory ls valid, a 
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practical issue then arises. What mix of similarity ls 

enough to transmit essential aspects of culture from gener

ation to generation and allow for flexibility to adapt to 

changing social conditions? In other words, how auch 

si•ilarity is functional, and where does similarity becoae 

dysfunctional for the culture? Concern in the study of 

generational continuity could further explore this issue 

and develop theory that would give aore explanation of the 

tension inherent in cultural transaission. 

There are other explanations for the changes in 

generational continuity froa the 1972 sample and the 1985 

sa•ple. If the culture has become more open and accepting 

since the early 1970's, it aay be that generations now are 

•ore open with each other about values that were at one time 

considered •ore deviant and kept secret. Another explana

tion arises froa the difference in response rates between 

the 1972 and 1985 sample. The 1972 sample had a •uch higher 

response rate. In 1985, lt could be that only parents who 

shared similarity with their child responded. Those who did 

not share si•ilarity with their child might be less apt to 

respond. The 1985 sample •ay show aore similarity only 

because of the differences in response rate. 

The results of this portion of the study ls consistent 

with previous literature. All four studies of generational 

continuity over time exa•lned in the literature review 

<Chand, Crider, and Willets, 1975; Roper and Labeff, 1977; 
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Jennings and Niemi. 1981; Acock and Fuller, 1984> found 

differences due to historical period. In addition, Roper 

and Labeff found evidence on increased similarity between 

young adult children and their parents in 1974 when compared 

with an earlier saaple of parents and children in 1935. 

This study suggests that even a difference of a decade 

can makes an impact on attitudinal changes for both the 

parent generation as well as the young adult student gener

ation. Here, again, support ls found for the impact of 

historical period on what people think and believe. 

The issue then arises whether the character of a decade 

determines the individual attitudes or whether individual 

attitudes determine the character of the decade or whether 

Individual attitudes and the character are reciprocal in 

their determination. If it ls the times that deteraine what 

people think, rather than what people think determining what 

happens in the times, then it seems that those involved in 

treating the human ills of society should place more empha

sis on correcting cultural conditions and patterns and less 

emphasis on attempting to change individual attitudes and 

behavior. If both are influential, then again more eaphasls 

on cultural conditions aay be in order. 

Previous literature also supports that the socio

cultural influences of the time have an impact on the 

attitudes and behaviors of people. A study by Felson and 
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Gottfredson (1984) examined the pattern of activities of 

adolescents from cohort to cohort. Based on a survey con

structing social activity patterns at age 17, Felson and 

Gottfredson conducted 662 interviews with respondents re

garding features of daily life at age 17. They found that 

activity patterns have changed and that as decades have gone 

on, adolescents have spent less time in family and household 

activities. Another study by Gifford (1984) examined the 

affective meaning of attitudes over seven decades C1920's to 

1980's) for seven separate age groups. Gifford found that 

the emotional character of the individual decades differed 

significantly for cohorts in the same age brackets. 

This study found very little support for the idea that 

the demographic variables of gender of child, maternal em

ployment and maternal educational level had an effect on 

generational continuity when time of study was taken into 

account. This goes against part of the theoretical base 

of life-span developmental theory CMannhein, 1972; O'Donnel, 

1985) which suggests that life imprints or the various 

social factors that differ between individual families is 

significant in determining their views. 

The results of this study in this area also contradict 

some of the previous research while supporting other re

search. Kirpatrick (1936>, Brunswich C1970>, and Rapoport 

C1985> found that educational level of parents was a major 
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influence on generational differences. This study contra

dicts these findings, but agrees with the findings of Thomas 

(1974>, who found no influence on generational similarity 

based on parent,s educational level. This study also sup

ports the findings of Rollins and White (1982> that indicate 

employment does not have a negative effect on the similarity 

between young adult children and their parents. In addi

tion, this study lends further weight to the studies in the 

childhood development literature which find no negative 

repercussions to the child of maternal employment (see 

Etaugh, 1974; Yinger and Culter, 1978; Coangelo, Rosenthal, 

and Dettaann, 1984>. The study contradicted the findings of 

Acock, Barker, and Bengtson C1982> that aaternal eaployaent 

resulted in a significant difference in similarity between 

youth and their aothers. 

When examining the third variable, gender of child 

on generational continuity, this study finds weak evidence 

that gender of child might have soae influence. This does 

not add credence to the previous literature which finds 

differences in generational continuity based on the gender 

of the child Csee Jacobson, Berry, and Olson, 1975; Mustin, 

Bennett, and Broderick, 1983; Wilks and Callan, 1984). The 

previous literature surveyed did not take into account the 

historical period as an influence of generational continui

ty, however, and this aay account for the differences in the 

findings. In addition the genders may experience more 

homogeneity in values as per Hagestad,_s theory. 
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Gender Of Parent And Generational Change 

Two areas of interest arose in examining gender of 

parent and generational continuity. The first was influence 

of parental gender on generational continuity. The second 

was whether family continuity is influenced more by gender 

or by generation. Each area will be examined in turn. 

The results of ·this study lend some support to theory 

in the area of child development which indicates that gender 

differences in adults influence their relationship with 

their children <see Maccoby, 1966; Lipps and Colwill, 1978> 

as well as supporting child development literature which 

finds differences in socialization based on gender of the 

parent.CGurwitz and Dodge, 1975; Osmond, Withers, and 

Martin, 1975; Corter, Abramovitch, and Pepler, 1983; 

Bronstein, 1984>. In examining the research surveyed in the 

literature review, these results support the findings of 

Kirpatrick <1936) who finds that mothers are more similar to 

their children than fathers and Acock and Bengtson (1978) 

who found that mothers ·were better able to gauge the 

attitudes of their young adult children than fathers were. 

Support was not found for the studies of Jennings and 

Langton (1969), Freeman <.1972>, and Penn (1977> who found no 

differences in similarity of attitudes based on the gender 

of the parent. Part of the explanation behind these dif

ferences could be that each study looked at attitudes 
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in different areas. Differences between gender might arise 

as a result of the area of attitude. 

There ls much concern over factors that may influence 

generational continuity. If •others share closer relation

ships with their children than fathers do, perhaps closer 

study of the relationship between •others and their children 

could locate patterns of behavior which help to bring about 

this closeness. The same skills or patterns of behavior 

could then be taught to fathers. In addition, if those 

working In the hu•an services area could become more 

faailiar with the patterns of behavior which bring about 

closeness, this knowledge could be used to help families in 

which generational conflict is a major issue. 

One of the issues found ln the literature in family 

continuity ls whether gender or generation makes the bigger 

difference when looking at family gaps. This research 

supports the f·inding by Steininger and Lesser (1974) which 

indicate that generational differences are more aarked than 

gender differences. The clala of McBride (1983) that gender 

differences are more responsible for family discontinuity 

than generational differences is not supported by this 

study. 

The greater differences by generation rather than 

gender find one explanation in child developaent theory. 

Although Erikson (1963) notes that the different genders go 
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through slightly different processes in each developmental 

stage, differences between the age groups are a result more 

of the stages of development of each age group rather than 

gender. · College students are in the stage of separating 

froa their parents <Haccoby, 1984>; therefore, one could 

expect age gaps between this group and their parents regard

less of gender. 

Methodological Implications 

This research supports the need for studies that 

examine differences over tiae in research on generational 

continuity. Differences in the results between this study 

and other studies can f lnd a partial explanation ln the fact 

that aost studies of generational continuity do not examine 

historical period as a factor influencing generational 

change. 

Methodological issues also arise over the definition of 

generational continuity. This study focused on differences 

between family members as it is thought that the family is 

most responsible for socializing each new generation 

<Maccoby, 1966; Hareven, 1978; Hill and Mattessich, 1979; 

Hagestad, 1981>. ·Other studies, however, have focused on 

generational change by examining non-related generations 

(see Brunswich, 1970; Armstrong and Scotzin, 1974; Mahoney, 

1976; Caspi, 1984). Generational continuity as measured 

only by age can determine changes over time, however can not 

examine how intergenerational change occurs as it ls 
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through the family that continuity is transmitted. The 

study of generational continuity in family transmission can 

make closer observation as to why change occurs, however may 

miss some broad general sweeps that can be discovered by 

coaparing unrelated age groups. This issue does need 

further clarification, however, if research on generational 

continuity is to be consistent. 

Other issues regarding definition of generational 

continuity concern what specifically ls studied and who ls 

studied. Here, we examined attitudes, but, other measures 

of generational continuity, such as behavior, could be ex

plored. Specific area of attitude where generational con

tinuity takes place also requires more study, as studies 

that share contents of attitude are not plentiful. Also 

when examining generational continuity, there seems to be a 

need for research that examines both generation's relations 

to each other. Huch research examines only one generation, 

and this gives an incomplete picture of generational con

tinuity and change. 

The life-span developmental model needs further 

exploration and research. Very few studies have examined 

the three types of time and the impact of these types on 

generational continuity. This study made a start by 

operationalizing variables in a manner that took more than 

one kind of time into consideration, however, much more 

could be done in this area. 
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Limitations Of Research 

There are several limitations in this research. Many 

of these limitations have already been poin~ed out in 

Chapter IV. In this section, only a few major limitations 

will be mentioned. 

First is the limitation that comes from only having 

mothers represented in both studies. Results of the study 

could be enhanced if fathers as well as mothers from more 

than one time period could be included as this would give a 

more accurate picture of gender changes over time. Another 

related limitation deals with the the respondents chosen for 

the study. This study was limited to students at one uni

versity. Age cohorts and their parents in various locations 

at various points in time could be surveyed to strengthen 

results of the study. 

Limits also arise from the use of only one instrument 

for measurement of generational continuity. Attitudes do 

not necessarily remain constant, and examining only atti

tudes of each sample at one point in time limits the results 

of the study. The difference between the two sample res

ponse rates may also pose a limit as the parents who were 

more similar may have responded in 1985 giving a biased 

sample. The study was also based on self-report and this 

could have introduced bias into the study. In addition, the 

scales used were developed in 1972 and used the referent 
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the' which could have introduced problems as the use of this 

referent had become an issue by 1985. 

Recommendations For Future Research 

Several recommendations for future research can be made 

based on the past literature as well as the results of this 

study. Some of these recommendations, including further 

exploration of the life-span developmental model, studies 

that examine behavior as well as attitudes, as well as co

hort analysis studies that include both parents in their 

study have been discussed earlier. In addition, Longitudi

nal analysis which examines different groups of age-cohorts 

and their parents as well as examining these same groups 

over time could be carried out. 

Future study could also examine the entire family's 

<mothers, fathers, brothers, sisters, husbands, and wives> 

similarity in attitudes and values, and ability to gauge the 

attitudes of each other. It is possible that the differ

ences that were found between generations may also exist 

between sibling groups, or between spouses. A better under

standing of family continuity might result from using the 

entire family in the research approach. 

It was the hope of this study to contribute to the 

understanding of generational continuity. This study has 

tried to integrate some of the approaches used by previous 

researchers as well as cover territory not examined before. 

As future research comes about in the area of generational 
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relations~ it is hoped that some of the suggestions made 

in this study can ce utilized to increase knowledge in the 

area of generational continuity and change. 
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To: The parent of the student 

Dear Parent: 

Your student here has helped us on our study of the 
•generation gap• Cif there is such a thing> and we are 
asking you to take part in the completion of it. It will 
not take auch of your tlae and your answers will be 
absolutely confidential. 
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We are trying to find out what the differences are, if any, 
between parents and youngsters and what educational systems 
might do to help. 

We ask you to fill out the enclosed survey as soon as 
possible and return it to us in the enclosed envelope. We 
are interested in how you •feel• about the items rather than 
how you •think• so don't take too much time in wondering 
what you should say. 

Also we ask that you not discuss your answers with anyone 
until after you have malled the questionnaire. We will be 
interested in your first iapressions. 

We thank you for your cooperation, and we assure you that 
our first interest ls toward the health and welfare of your 
student here. 

We will look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely yours, 
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FIRST LETTER TO MOTHERS <1972> 

Dear 

As yet we have not received the questionnaire we sent 
to you about a week ago. X2~~ questionnaire is very 
important. so we will ask you to return it to us as soon as 
you can. 

We know that parents are busy. but perhaps you could 
spare a few ainutes to help us with this study so that we 
can better understand college youth and soae of the probleas 
they face. 

The other questionnaire aay have become misplaced or 
our record keeping aay have been In error. At any rate. we 
are enclosing another questionnaire for your convenience. 
Please f lll it out and return it. 

Again. reaember that all of this information ls 
~QHf!QgHI!A~· Our only interest is in helping schools 
better cope with youngsters of today. 

Thank you for your cooperation. We will look forward 
to hearing fro• you. 

Sincerely. 
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SECOND LETTER TO MOTHERS Cl972) 

Dear 

We are so near our goal that we feel obligated to 
impos~ upon you again. Out of 396 questionnaires sent out, 
only 32 remain unanswered. 

We know that you will want to help us make this a 
complete effort. We are sure that your questionnaire will 
add to out understanding of the •Generation Gap.• 

Please fill out the questionniare enclosed and return 
it to us as soon as possible. If, for some reason, you do 
not feel you can, please write and tell us why. 

We will appreciate so much your cooperation. Re•e•ber, 
the information is confidental. 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely yours, 
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POST CARD MESSAGE.TO PARENT <1985) 

OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 

You recently received a questionnaire froa ae in your 
•all. I want to thank you for returning it. If yours got 
tossed out, aisplaced, or was not delivered, please call •e 
at 405-360-5184 and I will send you another one today. 

It is very important that we hear fro• you via the 
questionnaire if the results of the study are to be 
accurate. 

Thank you very much for your cooperation. 

Lynn Atkinson, MSW 

Sociology Dept., CLB 016, Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Ok. 74078 
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STUDENT DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS--1972 

1. Sex <1> male <2> female 

2. Classification Cl> fresh•an <2> sophomore <3> junior 
(4) senior (5) graduate student (6) other ---------

3. What is your declared •ajor or intended •ajor at this 

time? -----------------
4. What ls your approximate overall grade point average? 

-·--
5. What is your marital status? 

(3) separated <4> divorced 
<1> single 

<5> widowed 

6. Size of hometown: 
(2) 100,001 -600,000 
(4) 25,001 - 50,000 
(6) 2,501 -10,000 
(8) less than 1,000 

<1> 600,000 or more 
(3) 50,001 - 100,000 
(5) 10,001 -25,000 
(7) 1,001 - 2,500 
<9> I live on a farm 

<2> married 
<6> reaarried 

7. What is your age to the nearest birthday? _________ years 

8. Do you consider your political views to be: 
<1> conservative <2> liberal <3> moderate <4> other: 

9. Number of children in your family <not including 
yourself>? 

Cl) no brothers or sisters <2> one <3> two <4> three 
<5> four or •ore 

10. What position were you in the family? 
Cl) oldest child (2) aiddle <3> youngest child <4> other: ________________ _ 

11. Participation in high school peer group <please select 
only one> 
(1) in leading crowd in high school 
<2> in another crowd in high school 
(3) in no crowd in school 
(4) in crowd outside of school 

12. What is your •other's name and address? Cif there is 
any question about this ite•, please ask the researcher 
present.> 

Name=-------------------------------Street=------------------------------
City=--------------------------------State: ______________________________ _ 

Zip code=----------------------------
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STUDENT DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS--1985 

1. Sex Cl> male C2> female 

2. Classification Cl) freshman C2> sophomore C3> junior 
C4> senior C5> graduate student C6> other ---------

3. What ls your declared major or intended major at this 

time? -----------------
4. What ls your approximate overall grade point average? 

-·--
5. What is your marital status? Cl> single 

C3> separated C4> divorced (5) widowed 

6. Size of ho•etown: 
(2) 100.001 -600.000 
(4) 25.001 - 50.000 
(6) 2.501 -10.000 
CB> less than 1.000 

Cl> 600.000 or more 
(3) 50.001 - 100.000 
(5) 10.001 -25.000 
<7> 1.001 - 2.500 
C9> I live on a farm 

<2> married 
C6> remarried 

7. What is your age to the nearest birthday? _________ years 

8. Do you consider your political views to be: 
Cl> conservative <2> liberal (3) moderate <4> other: 

9. Nu•ber of children in your family <not including 
yourself>? 

Cl> no brothers or sisters C2> one (3) two C4> three 
C5> four or more 

10. What position were you in the family? 
Cl> oldest child (2) middle C3> youngest child C4> other: ________________ _ 

11. Participation in high school peer group Cplease select 
only one> 
Cl> in leading crowd in high school 
C2) in another crowd in high school 
C3> in no crowd in school 
<4> in crowd outside of school 

12. What is your •other•s naae and address? Cif there ls 
any question about this itea. please ask the researcher 
present.> 

Name=--------------------------------Street: _____________________________ _ 

City=-------------------------------
State=------------------------------
Zip code=----------------------------
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13. What is your father•s name and address? Cif there is 
any question about this ite•. please ask the researcher 
present.> 

Name=-------------------------------
Street=-----------------------------
City=--------------------------------State: ______________________________ _ 

Zip code=----------------------------
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PARENT DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS--1972 

1. What is your aarital status? Cl> married C2>separated 
C3> divorced C4) widowed (5) remarried 

2. How old were you when you first got married? _____ years 

3. Do you consider your political views to be: 
Cl) conservative C2> liberal C3> moderate C4> other: ____ _ 

4. How much formal education have you had? 
<1> no formal schooling or some grade school only 
C2> finished grade school 
(3) soae high <secondary> school 
<4> finished hlgh school 
<5> business or trade school 
(6) soae college 
C7> finished college (four years> 
(8) attended graduate or professional school but did not 

finish. 
<9> attained a graduate degree CM.A •• Ph. D.> 

5. Were you eaployed full-tiae outside the home while this 
student was an !ni~n~ Cup to 1 year old>? ___ yes __ no 
If yes. how aany aonths? -----

6. Were you employed full-tiae outside the home while this 
student was a ~b1!9 Cl-6 years old>? ____ yes ____ no 
If yes, how many years? -----

7. Were you eaployed full-tiae outside the hoae while this 
student was in graaaer school? ____ yes ____ no 
If yes, how many years? -----

8. Were you employed full-tiae outside the home while this 
student was in high school? ____ yes ____ no 
If yes. how many years? -----
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PARENT DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS--1985 

1. What is your sez? <1> •ale <2> fe•ale 

2 . What is your •arital status? <1> •arried 
<3> divorced <4> widowed 

<2>separated 
(5) re•arried 

3 . How old were you when you first got •arried? _____ years 

4. Do you consider your political views to be : 
<1> conservative <2> liberal <3> •oderate <4> other : ____ _ 

5. How •uch foraal education have you had? 
(1) no foraal schooling or soae grade school only 
<2> finished grade school 
<3> soae high <secondary> school 
<4> finished high school 
(5) business or trade school 
<6> soae college 
<7> finished college (four years> 
<8> attended graduate or professional school but d i d not 

finish . 
(9) attained a graduate degree <M.A., Ph. D.> 

6. Were you eaployed full-tiae outs ide the hoae while this 
student was an 1DlgDl <up to 1 year old>? ___ yes __ no 
If yes, how aany aonths? -----
If yes, what was your average annual incoae earned? 
<1> l ess than $10,000 <2> $10,000-20,000 
<3> $21,000-$30,000 <4> over $30,000 
If yes, who cared for the student? 
(1) spouse <2>relatlve <3>baby-sitter 
(4) day care center (5) other : ___________ _ 

7. Were you eaployed full-tiae outside the ho•e while this 
student was a ~bilg (1-6 years old>? ____ yes ____ no 
If yes, how •any years? -----
If yes, what was your average annual inco•e earned? 
Ct> less than $10,000 <2> $10,000-20,000 
<3> $21,000-$30,000 (4) over $30,000 
If yes, who cared for the student? 
<1> spouse <?.>relative C3>baby-sltter 
<4> day care center (5) other: ___________ _ 

8. Were you e•ployed full-tl•e outside the ho•e while this 
student was in grg~~gr §&h~~l? ____ yes ____ no 
If yes, how •any years? -----
If yes, what was your average annual incoae earned? 
<1> less than $10,000 <2> $10,000-20,000 
(3) $21,000-$30,000 <4> over t30,000 
If yes, who cared for the student? 
(1) spouse <2>relative <3>baby-sitter 
(4) day care center <5> other: ___________ _ 
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9. Were you employed full-time outside the home while this 
student was in b!gb §£b22l? ____ yes ____ no 
If yes, how aany years? -----
If yes, what was your average annual income earned? 
<1> less than $10,000 <2> $10,000-20,000 
(3) $21,000-$30,000 (4) over $30,000 
If yes, who cared for the student? 
<1> spouse (2)relative (3)baby-sitter 
<4> day care center (5) other: ___________ _ 
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ITEMS OF FOUR VALUE AREAS (1972 AND 1985> 

Items concerning sexuality: 

1. It is perfectly alright for a woman to be aggressive 
in sex and enjoy it. 

2. Virginity in women ls an old fashioned value. 

*3· The primary purpose of sex is to have children. 

*4· Sex ls the most laportant gift a person can give to 
someone they love. 

5. A person's body is his own. If he wished, he can 
expose It, enjoy it, or even give it away. It is 
nobody's business but his own. 

6. Whether or not a person's aorality ls good or bad 
depends upon the situation the person is in at the 
t iae. 

7. Adultery is not a law of God but a law of man. 

*8· Public displays of affec-tlon Chugging and kissing) is 
not in good taste. 

9. If they want to, It is alright for parents to go 
around the house naked in front of their children. 

10. Sex should be discussed openly In the hoae. 

11. If a man wants to marry a man or a woman wants to 
marry a woaan, society should recognize their right 
to do so. 

12. People who engage in sex before marriage are likely 
to aake better aarriage partners. 

Items concerning community: 

1. If a person has good friends, he doesn't need kinfolk. 

2. As they grow old, homes, like automobiles, should be 
traded in or junked. 

*3· Formal weddings are important to the success of the 
aarrlage. 

*4· A person is not a whole person until he has put down 
roots soaewhere. 

*5· A faaily's first obligation is to its own. 



6. Interracial marriages do not make any difference if 

the couple is really in love. 
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7. If you wouldn't visit them if they were not relatives, 
then it's not right to visit them simply because they 
are relatives. 

*8. Divorce is about the worst thing that can happen to a 
•arrled couple. 

*9· Family tradition and respect for elders is important 
to one's living the good life. 

10. If a young married couple accepts help from their in
laws, they are in trouble. 

*11. A person's first loyalty ls to his family. 

*12. Women should be obedient to their husbands. 

Items concerning childrearing: 

*1· It is desirable for parerits to select playmates for 
their children. 

*2· Children learn best under stress. 

3. Fa•ily traditions hamper the search for one's self. 

4. If a person can't find his place in the world, it ls 
basically his parent's fault. 

*5· Whenever possible, one's parents should approve of 
one's marriage partner before marriage. 

*6. How to live as an adult can best be taught in our own 
homes. 

*1. We should worry about boys who play with dolls. 

*8· Peralsslve parents produce spoiled unruly children. 

9. •Reading, writing, and arithmetic• are old-fashioned 
concepts that have no place in a modern society. 

*10. Parents and children should eat their meals together. 

11. An unhappy child indicates a parent that ls incapable 
of love. 

*12. A day-care center or a nursery cannot take the place 
of a mother. 
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Items concerning econo•ics: 

*1· Because boys carry on the family name, it is important 
for them to inherit property. 

2. Money can buy anything or anybody. 

*3· A man who does not financially provide for his family 
is not much of a man. 

*4· A proud husband would keep his wife from seeking 
eaploy•ent outside the home. 

*5· Money that ls aade in a certain community should be 
spent in that comaunity. 

6. It is easier to be happy if you are rich. 

*1· Any boy who has inherited money from his father should 
spend that money the way his father would have wanted 
him to. 

*8· Young married couples should be financially 
independent before they get married. 

*9· A woman should never have a job with a higher income 
than her husband's job. 

*10. A working wife's wages should be turned over to her 
husband. 

11. A person should always spend all that he has and a 
little aore too. 

*12. If a young married couple is in debt, it is wrong for 
them to spend any money on having fun. 
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Card 1 
Card 2 
Card 3 
Card 4 

Card 5 

1-48 
1-48 
1-48 
1-48 

1 
2 
3-5 
6 
7 
8-9 
10 
11 
12 

26 
27-29 
30 
31 
32-33 
34 
35 
36 

76-78 

0 = no response 

CODE SHEET (1972> 

~lB!lli!£§;· 

SURVEY ITEMS 
Student's view on iteas 
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Student guesses mother on items 
Mother's view on items 
Mother guesses student on items 

STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS 
Sex 
Year in school 
Grade point average <no deciaal> 
Marital status 
Hoaetown size 
Age 
Political views 
Number of siblings 
Ordinal position (4=only child, 

2=any middle child> 

PARENT DEMOGRAPHICS 
Marital status 
Age 
Political views 
Education 
Eaploy11ent 
Eaployaent 
Employment 
Eaployaent 

I. D. 

during 
during 
during 
during 

infancy 
childhood 
granuner school 
high school 



Card 1 

Card 2 

Card 3 

Card 4 

Card 5 

1 
2 
3 
4-5 
6 
7 
8 
9-10 
11 
12 

13 

15-63 
64-74 
1-38 
40-74 
1-14 

1 
2 
3-4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

20 
21 
22 
24-71 
73-75 
1-45 

CODE SHEET C1985) 

~~B!~~b§: 

STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS 
Sex 
Year in school 
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Major declared C0=no, l=yes) 
Grade point average <no decimal) 
Marital status 
Ho11etown size 
Age 
Political view 
Nuaber of Siblings 
Ordinal position C4=only child, 
2=any alddle child> 
Peer group participation 

SURVEY ITEMS 
Student's view on items 
Student guesses lllOM 

Student guesses MOlft 

Student guesses dad 
Student guesses dad 

MOTHER DEMOGRAPHICS 
Sex 
Marital Status 

on 
on 
on 
on 

Age at first aarriage 
Political view 
Education 

l teas 
lteas 
i teas 
items 

Employment during infancy 
Months eaployed 
Average annual incoae 
Day care arrangements 
Eaployaent during childhood 
Years eaployed 
Average annual incoae 
Day care arrangeaents 
Eiaployment during grammer school 
Years employed 
Average annual income 
Day care arrangelllents 
Eaployaent during graaaer school 

Years eaployed 
Average annual income 
Day care arrangements 
Mother's view on items 
Mother guesses student on items 
Mother guesses student on items 



Card 6 

Card 7 

All cards 

1 
2 
3-4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

24-71 
73-75 
1-45 

76-79 

Blank = no response 

YAB!A.D~E 

FATHER DEMOGRAPHICS 
Sex 
Marital Status 
Age at first •arriage 
Political view 
Education 
Employment during infancy 
Months eaployed 
Average annual lncoae 
Day care arrangements 
Employment during childhood 
Years e•ployed 
Average annual incoae 
Day care arrangements 
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Eaployaent during graamer school 
Years e11ployed 
Average annual income 
Day care arrangements 
Employment during gra••er school 
Years eaployed 
Average annual inco11e 
Day care arrangements 

SURVEY ITEMS 
Father•s view on items 
Father guesses student on items 
Father guesses student on ite•s 

I.D. 
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TABLE XV 

MEAN SCORES FOR SIGNIFICANT F-VALUES ON INDIVIDUAL 
VARIABLES FOR TABLES IX AND X 

§!U 
Hales Feaales 

----------------------------H=~~~---------H=~~l------E=Is!Y! 
li21b!.!:-9g!!9!.§-I2!!1D------

Long scale-childrearing 11. 47 12.20 9.43 
Short scale-childrearing 7.61 8.37 17. 19 

!gy£b-sn9-Hg!b!r-s9r!!---
Long scale-econo11ics 12.57 11.57 9.00 
Long scale-total 52.73 50.53 6.71 
Short scale-sexuality 10.30 9.58 6.29 

Worked No Work 

----------------------------!:~22---------H=a2~------[=X~l~~ 
H2~btC-9e!!9t§-I2!!tb _____ _ 

Long scale-sexuality 
Short scale-total 

12.98 
32.21 

13. 10 
31.69 

4.25 
3.88 

Means indicate aaount of differences in each generations 
answers. As the 11eans decrease the perception becomes 
aore accurate. 



TABLE XVI 

MEAN SCORES FOR SIGNIFICANT F-VALUES ON INTERACTIONS 
FOR TABLES IX AND X 

Year l Sex 
1972 1985 

l'tales Females Ital es Females 
N=138 N=195 N=73 N-108 F-Values 

Mom guesses Youth 
Short scale-Community 11.46 12.07 8.16 7.51 5.89 

Youth and l'tom agree 
Long scale-Co11unity 15.29 15.32 11.31 10.15 4.56 
Short scale-Cora1unity 12.44 12.38 7.29 8.06 8.26 

Work i Ed. 
High School or less Above High School 

!forked No Work Worked No Work 
N=86 N=101 N=171 N-150 F-Values 

Youth guesses 1'101 

Long scale-Sexuality 12.65 13.96 12.69 12.63 3.94· 
Short scale-Sexuality 11.86 13.10 11.38 12.35 7.18 

Sex i Ed i Work 
Ital es Females 

H. S. or less· Above H. S. :;. S. (\r 1 ~ss Above H. S. 
Worked No Work Worked No Work Worked No Work Worked No Work 
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N=41 N=45 N=61 N=61 N=45 N=50 N=110 N=93 F-Value 
Youth & Mom agree 

Long scale-Economic 12.12 12.62 12.26 12.25 11.89 13.16 11.72 12.58 4.66 

Sex i Ed ; Work i Year 
Males Females 

H. S. or less Above H. S. H. S. or less Above H. S. 
Worked No Work Worked No Work Worked No Work Worked No Work 

1972 N=20 N=32 N=31 tl=35 N=24 N=34 N=48 N=55 F-Value 
Youth guesses Mom 
Long scale-Total 57.05 59.28 58.90 57.17 58.88 57.17 58.90 57.51 3.98 

1985 N=15 N=9 N=20 N=16 N=14 N='3 N=48 N=26 
Youth guesses Mom 

Long scale-total 41.33 37.11 37.90 39.75 38.64 42.56 38.85 40.12 
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TABLE XVII 

FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR ALL ITEMS ON ALL VIEWS FOR BOTH YEARS 

1972 1985 
1101 Kid 1101 on Kid on llOI Kid Dad Ko1 on Dad on Kid on Kid on 

kid IOI kid kid IOI dad 
lte1s N=369 N=369 N=l93 N=2l7 N=l73 
Co11unitv 

1 .16 -.46* .42* -.42* -.61S -.34S -.29 -.56* .61* -.54* -.46* 

2 -.56i -.87 .41* -.21 .26 .89 .82 -.16 .38S -.3li -.34S 

3 .56* .24 .13 .32* .es .48* .21 -.e1 .3S* .34* .18 

4 -.15 .511! .27 .27 .29 .39i .48* .38* .17 .32t .48* 

5 -.15 .49* -.23 .52* .61* .43* .49* .57* -.41* .52* .61* 

6 .32* -.44! .63t -.23 .19 -.48* -.43i -.18 .38* -.3et .3li 

7 .S2t -.36t .3lt -.44* -.12 -.14 -.25 .24 .48* -.37* -.12 

8 -.39t .36l .16 .51* .45t .S4* .621 .34* -.1e .37* .38* 

9 -.22 .68* .SSi .68* .61* .62* .47* . .11i -.68l .S3t .65* 

ll .17 -.18 .21 .22 -.87 .27 .25 .4U -.14 .32* .24 

11 .41* .56t .56* .52! .43t .36t .ss1 .ssi -.66* .s1i .61t 

12 -.48i .38* .18 .41* .29 .61* .37i .27 -.17 .SU .431 
Sexualitv 

1 .23 .52* .58! .S4* -.ea .321 .24 .11 .14 .42t .S4* 

2 .52t .67* .55* .61* .46* .43* .44* .47* .S3t .581 .S7t 

3 .54* -.33* .6ei -.3ei -.es -.13 -.35* -.3et .el -.22 -.21 

4 -.18* .24 .64t .32t .ts .22 .27 .46l .66! .22 .38i 

5 .33* .57* -.42* .s2i .51* .68* .59* .59* .43* .11i .1ei 

6 .21 .34! .4el .37* .56t .42t .641 .Get .55! .47i .49* 

7 .44* .52t -.23 .25 .59* .49* .37i .6H .46* .34* .39i 

8 .ssi -.s2i -.24 -.2s -.31* -.49! -.24 -.28 -.16 -.48! -.27 

Ite1s that factor together C.31> are i. 
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TABLE XVII <Continued) 

1972 1985 
llo1 Kid Ko1 on Kid on Ko1 Kid Dad . Ko1 on Dad on Kid on Kid on 

kid IOI kid kid IOI dad 
N=369 N=369 N=193 N=217 N=173 

Sn. <cont.> 
9 .23 .55i .11 

11 .27 .32* -.15 .211 .21 .311* .Ill 

11 .51* .38* 

12 .33i .ni .51i .61* 
Childrearing 

1 .13 .58* .11 .31* .52* .21 .41* -.21 -.29 

2 .54i .33S .48* -.28 -.3U .63i .18 .211 .46* -.18 -.25 

3 .43* .28 .96 -.61* -.52i .61* .54S 

4 .34* . -.15 -.14 -.39* -.61* .3ei -.11 .54* .611* -.29 -.21 

5 .16 .39* .18 .26 .55* -.25 .32* .17 -.14 

6 .sai .12 -.471 -.12 -.115 .47i .23 .381 -.22 .18 

7 .45* .59* .51* .61* .43* .39* .48* -.56* -.51* .47* .47* 

8 .115 .49* -.66* .591 .21 .21 .591 -.29 -.46* .61* .67* 

-9 .32* .11 -.35* -.37* .13 .12i -.09 .59* .62* -.28 -.21 

11 .28 -.41* -.25 -.47* -.28 .15 -.15 .36* .411 -.531 -.39* 

11 .33* .15 .64* -.17 -.31* .11 .43l .45* -.12 .13 .23 

12 .61* .37* -.35* .19 .371 .36* .571 -.381 -.351 .55i .6111 
Eco1101ici:: 

1 -.33* .3ei -.36* .39* .48* .11 .56* .13 .18 .43* .43* 

2 .58* .au .451 -.1s -.13 .21 .19 .28 .51* .25* .15 

3 -.53* .32l -.16 .15 .68* .62* .53* .61* .49* .66* 

4 -.371 .15 .441 .27 .21 .12 .115 .14 .16 .82 .17 

5 -.14 .46* .21 .54* .56* .48* .48* .49* .92 . 34* .47* 

It~s that factor tog•ther C.31) are i. 
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TABLE XVII <Continued) 

1972 1'985 
1101 Kid lloa on Kid on 1101 Kid Dad llo1 on Dad on Kid on Kid on 

kid IOI kid kid IOI dad 
ltets N=369 N=369 N=193 N=217 N=173 
Eco. <cont.> 

6 -.29 .18 .21 .43S .53S .s11i .62S .s2i .61* .63S .76S 

7 -.ee .4U .33S .42* .29 .38* .115 .S6S .57* .39S .45S 

8 .s2i .31* .39S .29 .211 -.11 .22 -.81 -.87 .31* .15 

9 -.27 .53* .63S .44* .55* .64• .46* .58* .43• .SU .53* 

18 .35S .49* -.58* .ssi .51' .39S .33S .35S .44* .611* .59S 

II .6U .46. -.311S .47S .48* .SU .41* .59* .66S .41* .46S 

12 • 42* .ssi -.49* .39S .54 • .s0i .35S .64S .68S .4BS .54* 

lte1s that factor together (.311) are i. 
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